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(ABSTRACT)

A three-channel Frequency Response Function (FRF) estimator is discussed and statis-
’

· tical relations developed. Methods for estimating the variance of the FRF magnitude

and levels of uncorrelated content in the test signals are developed. FRF magnitude

variance estimates allow ’conlidence bands’ to be placed on FRF magnitude estimates,

giving an indication of the variability of the result. Uncorrelated content estimates in-

dicate sources and magnitudes of noise in the measurement system. Both Monte Carlo

sirnulations and experimental work are used to verify the statistical and uncorrelated

content estimates. Relations to extend the three·channe1 FRF estimator to multiple

input-multiple output measurements are developed and verilied through simulations.
·
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

Early Frequency Response Function (FRF) measurements of structures were made us-

ing swept—sine or stepped-sine techniques. A single frequency sinusoidal force was ap-

plied to a structure and the system response (magnitude and phase) was determined from

the measured force and response signals. The frequency of the force was swept contin-

uously or incrementally through a range of frequencies to measure frequency dependent

behavior. The method resulted in good measurements, but was very slow.

The introduction of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method in the mid l960’s rev-

olutionizec FRF mcasurcmßnts. Although other methods of performing 'fast' Fourier

transforms have been known since the early l940’s [1], it was the introduction of the

Cooley-Tukey algorithm [2] that resulted in the popularity of the FFT method of FRF

measurements. The FFT is an efficient method for calculating a Discrete Fourier

Transform (DFT). A DFT transforms time signals which have been sampled at discrete

intervals into a frequency—domain representation. This allows the use of broad·band

excitation to measure frequency-dependent behavior simultaneously over a range of

frequency. Most DFT methods require computation times on the order of N* (where N

Chapter 1 - Introduction
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is the number of points in the transformation), while the FFT method reduces the time

_ required to the order of N 1og,N [l]. This considerable time savings for large N was re-

sponsible for the popularity of the method.

Until the early l980’s there was one primary method for calculating FRF estimates using

the FFT. This has recently become known as the ‘ltI estimator, in view of the develop-

ment of newer estimators. The estimate is found by [3,4]

A 6 .m
G„(f)

where G„(f) and G„(f) are the cross and auto spectrum functions, respectively, of the

input X (usually a force) and output Y, and the
’hat’

(·) is used to denote an estimate.

These quantities will be further defined in Chapter 2. The ‘fI(f) estimator was based

on the assumption ofvery little ’noise’ or uncorrelated (with the response) content in the

measured input (force). A test for the presence of uncorrelated content can be made

with the ’coherence’ function. In terms of estimated quantities this is given by

AA2 I G,.<r> I 2
Vyx (1-2)

G„(f) G„(f)

Non·unity values of coherence indicate the presence of uncorrelated content somewhere

(in the force and/or response) measurement.

Mitchell [3,4] showed that errors in the estimate of the FRF could be substantial when

9}, was small and proposed two altemative estimators. These are 2Ü(f) and
‘Ü(

f),

where
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G„y(f)

and °Ü(f) is found by an average or other linear combination of ‘Ü(f) and °Ü(f), and

is the basis of the renamed 'Ü(f) estimator.

Mitchell's alternate FRF estimators generated a tlurry of activity in evaluating the dit?

ferent estimators. Vold [5] compared the FRF estimates obtained, while Elliott and

Mitchell [6], Cawley [7], and others [8] evaluated performance of the various estimators

in modal ’circle titting’ procedures. Schmidt [9] compared the various estimators in

sensitivity to resolution bias errors. Other estimators were also developed. Wicks

[10,11,12] used estimates of the 'noise’ in the system to optimize the weighting of the

*1:1 and 'Ü estimators at each frequency in the 'I:I(f) estimator. A11 of these estimators

are based on two·channel measurements, that is, the applied force (X) and structure re·

sponse (Y) are measured simultaneously. When there is uncorrelated content present in

the system all of the two-charmel estimators are dependent on certain assumptions

and/or estimates being correct if they are to deliver unbiased estimates of the system

FRF. A
Goyder proposed a three-channel estimator [13] which would eliminate these problems.

This method can only be used in testing situations where a random signal generator

produces a signal (S) which is amplitied and input to an electrodynamic 'shaker' to

produce the force (i.e., this method cannot be applied to, say, hammer impact testing).

This third channel is used to form cross spectra with the other two channels. The

three-channel estimate is then found by

Chapter 1 - Introduction 3



°Ü(f)=@ (1.4)
G„(f)

The reasoning behind this estimator was that the third signal would provide a reference

for force and response measurements that would enable the uncorrelated content to be

eliminated in the averaging process. This method has been used to determine an equiv-

alent linear FRF in the presence of large nonlinearities in a heat exchanger [14] and

further investigated in respect to nonlinear behavior by Ratcliffe [15]. Further activity

in the modal analysis field was generated in comparisons and evaluations of this esti-

mator [16,17] and in new applications. Cobb and Mitchell applied the three-channel

FRF estimator to multiple input-multiple output systems [18] and also developed a

· method for estirnating the uncorrelated content present in the measured signals [19].

Most multiple input-multiple output measurement methods have been based on the

single input-single output *1:1 estimator, a comprehensive discussion ofwhich is given by

Allemang [20]. In the development of the three-channel FRF multiple input—multiple

output relations the conventional notation method of placing the estimator type as a

subscript f)) was found to be cumbersome and confusing. An altemate nota-

tion method was proposed by Cobb and Mitchell [18] to remove ambiguity and con-

fusion. Part of this proposal consisted ofplacing the estimator type as a ’pre-superscript’

(as has been done throughout this dissertation). This removes the possibility of the es-

tirnator type being confused with an input or output location (in multi·I/O), or a power

(ifmoved to a ’post-superscript’ position).

A wealth of literature exists regarding statistical estimates of data obtained by FFT

methods. Of chief interest in this work are estimates of the variance of frequency re-

Chapter 1 -1mmdueri¤n 4



sponse function estimates. Bendat [2l] and Abom [22] have both developed variance

estimates for *1}, and Abom [22] discusses some limits of variance for 'FI and °I:I. In

many fields there are certain texts which are almost universally known. One such text

on the statistics of FFT estimates has been written by Bendat and Piersol [23]. This text

will be the primary reference in the statistical developments in following chapters.

Chapter 1 - Introduction 5



Chapter 2 - Statistics for the Three-chamiel

Measmement System .

This chapter will develop statistics and other relations for the three-channel measure-

ment system. The first section will review some general statistics. For the readcr’s con-

venience in locating auxiliary material, this chapter will refer to only one reference text,

[23]. Citations will be of the form [23, section 3.1] to help locate the material within the

text.

2.1 Background Statistics

Section 2.1 reviews some statistics found in [23, ch.9]. A signal x(t) measured in the time

domain may be Fourier transformed to a frequency-domain signal, X(f), where for a

record ofx(t) measured over some finite period T

Chapter 2 · Statistics for the Three-channel Measurement System 6



X(f)=XR(f)—JX1(f)
R

r
XR

0 (2.1)
1·
x(t) sin Znfidt

o

If x(t) has a Gaussian (Normal) distribution with zero mean, then the real and imagi-

nary terms in Eq. 2.l, X,(f) and X,(f), are uncorrelated random variables which are also

normally distributed with zero means.

A discrete Fourier transform (DFT) represents real and imaginary parts ofX(f) as sets

of spectral lines at discrete frequencies, X,(f) . The k'^ spectral line, X, = AQ, —jX,, is a

complex number, where X,R and X,} are zero mean Gaussian variables. At this point the

k subscript will be dropped with the understanding that all operations are carried out

on every spectral line of a DFT. For a single measurement x(t ), a raw (unaveraged)

estimate of the auto spectrum at any spectral line is obtained by

ö,,„ = §„-[ IX(f)R I ] = —§:[x,ä + xi] (2.2)

where the ’tilde' (-) denotes a raw (single sample) estimate.
‘

Similarly, a raw estimate of the cross spectrum between x(t) and another normally dis-

tributed zero mean signal y(t) is given by

~ 2
·G); = 7[XU) Y(f)]

2 . . ~ .~= ?[(XR +1X1)(YR -12})] = G); ·JQ); (2-3)

Q,. = %EX„Y„ + XIYIJ Q,. = ßftxm-Km.]

Chapter 2 - Statistics for the Three-channel Measurement System 7



In developments to follow X(f) and Y(f) will generally be quantities that are derived as

functions of other random variables. To avoid confusion then, the statistical relations

that follow are presented in terms of S(f), K(f), and M(f), which are some of the vari-

ables in the target derivations. The quantities that these variables represent will be

presented shortly. For the moment it is enough to know that they are mutually uncor-

related random variables with all the discussed properties of X(f), most important of

which are the zero mean and Gaussian distribution properties. Since

S(f), K(f), and M(f) are uncorrelated, the expected values of any of their products

(such as say SRK,) are zero. From [23,section 9.1] we obtain the expectation of the

product and the square of the real and imaginary parts (of say, S(f)) as

° T1z[sRs,] = 0 E[s§] = 116}] = -76,, (2.4)

Any zero mean Gaussian random variable raised to an odd power has an expectation

ofzero. This also applies to products of these variables when the sums of the exponents

result in odd powers. That is

A Eljsi,] = E[s,is,] = E[s,is}] = 0 (2.5)

For the product of 4 Gaussian random variables

E[a(a;a;44] = E[a,a„]E[a3a.,] + E[a,a3]E[aRa4] + E[a,a4]E[a2a3] (2.6)

From Eq. 2.4 and Eq. 2.6 it follows that

Chapter 2 - Statistics for the Three-channel Measurement System 8



T4 (2.7)
EESäKäJ = (7)*6..6,..

E[s§1<,,M„] = E[s„s,1<„1<,] = 0

On the other hand, products of 2 correlated variables, say X(f) and Y(f), have non-zero

expectations. Specilically,

T‘ EEXRYRJ = EEXIYIJ = Tcyx

T
(2.8)

EEXR Y1] = —E[X1YR] = j,·Qy„

2.2 Development of Some Basic Estimates

2.2.1 The Three-channel Measurement Model

Figure 1 shows the three—channel measurement model. All terms are described as com-

plex values in the frequency domain. A random signal generator produces the ’source’

signal, S(f), which is measured, amplitled, and applied to an electro-dynamic shaker.

The linear dynamic system responses of the amplitier, shaker, and attachment hardware

are combined in a single shaker system gain FRF, l"(f) .

Chapter 2 - Statistiu for the Three-channel Measurement System 9
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Nonlinearities and other uncorrelated content in the source-to-force transduction proc-

ess appear in the model as K(f). The true force applied to the structure, U(f), acts
‘

through the system frequency response function (FRF), H(f) , to produce the true sys-

tem response, V(f). X(f), the attempt to measure the true force U(f), is contaminated

by uncorrelated content M(f) ir1 the measurement process. Similarly, Y(/‘) is an attempt

to measure
V(/“)

that has been contaminated by N(f). In equation form these relations

are:

( ' U(f)=$(f)V(f)+K(f) Xt/')=U(f)+M(f) (29)V(f)=H(f)U(f) Y(f)=V(f)+N(f)

2.2.2 Some Expectations for the Three-Channel Model

Carrying out the indicated operations for X(f) in Eq. 2.9

X(f)=[SR1“R — SIT', + KR + MR] —j[S,l"R + SRFI + K, + M,] (2.10)

Substituting this expression in Eq. 2.2 and taking the expectation ofboth sides

E[Ö,,,,] = —%E[(SR1"R — SIT', + KR +
MR)2 + (S,1"R + SKF] + K, +

M,)2] (2.11)

Expanding Eq. 2.11 and taking the expectation with the aid of Eq. 2.4, we get

U
116,,,,] = 6,,|1*|’ + 6,,,, + 6,,,,,, (2.12)

· Similarly, carring out the multiplication and addition operations indicated in Eq. 2.9

while using Eqs. 2.4 and 2.8 the following relations may be developed

Chapter 2 - Statistics for the Three-channel Measurement System ll



EE Öss] = Gs:

116,,] = |H|Z{6„|1*|Z + 6,,,,} + 6,,,,

Etöxsl = GssrR

EI-iéx:] = Gssrl„ (2.13)EEC,.] = G..{Re<rH>1
ECÖ,.] = G„{!m(FH)}
E[ö,,,] = H,,(6,,| FIZ + 6,,,,} ·

HQ,.] = H1{G„|V|2 + G,.}

2.2.3 Three-Channel-Model Coherences

The ordinary coherence between X and Y is _

YZ =
IGZIIZ

=
CZZZ, + QZZZ,

(214)"‘
G,,,,G„, G,,,,G„,

Using Eqs. 2.13 and 2.14 yields

6 1* Z
Gssllql + Gkk+ Gmm

6 Im! Z
(2.

6,,,,IHI + 6,,„

Z. _ {G..lr1“+ G1.1.}2|H|° ,2 ,56)yx (G„|Vl2 + 61.1.+ Gm) (lHl2{G„lVl2 + 61.;.}+ Gm.)

Chapter 2 - Statistics for the Three-channel Measurement System 12



2.2.4 Estimates of Uncorrelated Content

Solving Eqs. 2.15a and 2.l5b for the auto spectra of the uncorrelated content in the

measurement of the force and response, we get

6 r Z 1 - Z
Gmm=

nl I
§

Vx:)
°' Gkk

Vx: (2.16)
6 I1*IZ(1 - YZ)

GMyys

Substituting Eqs. 2.16 in Eq. 2.15c and solving for G,,, yields

2 Vj; 1/2 **1 (ZJ7)
yxjyyj

Using Eqs 2.14 and 2.17, and the relation

G
I“(f) =ä

(2.18)
SI —

we arrive at

IG ,,| IG IG =|G | .;....4; (zlg)kk XJ { iGy:| GSI

Similarly, by substituting Eq. 2.17 in Eq. 2.16, we arrive at the auto spectra of the other

uncorrelated content terms

2 2
Y 7 12-20)

yyj

Chapter 2 · Statistics for the Three—channe| Measurement System
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2 2 .v vG„„ (2-21)
Vx:

Rewriting these in terms of quantities which are computed directly in a state-of-the-art

fast Fourier transform (FFT) modal analysis system

IG I IG I6,,,,,, = 6,,, — (2.22)
I 6,,I

IG ,„I IG I
G =
G""

”
I 6,_,I

With these relations it is now possible to estimate the source(s) and magnitudes of un-

correlated content in a measurement system. This has not been possible with 2-channel

measurement S}'SI¢X‘I1S„
I

2.3 Some Variance Estimates

We may use the A notation to describe the variation of a variable about the mean value.
3

For any random sample, Ä, of a variable whose expected value is A

AA=Z—A
E[AA] = E[Ä — A] = O (2.24)

E[(AA)2] = 11(Z - ,4)*] = Var[Ä] = af;

An equivalent expression for the variance of Ä is also given by

Chapter 2 · Statistics for the Three-channel Measurement System 14



Var[Z] = EE.?] - (E[Z])} (2.25)

Variance estimates of the quantities in Eq. 2.13 will now be developed. From Eqs. 2.3

and 2.9 it can be shown that

CX, = %[(S§ + S})l"R + SR(KR + MR) + S,(K,M,)] (2.26)

Squaring Eq. 2.26, taking the expectation, and using Eqs. 2.4, 2.5, and 2.7, it can even-

tually be shown that

12[Eä] = wär}, + —%6,,(6,,,, + 6,,,,,) (2.27)

Using Eq. 2.25 it follows that

Var[ö,,,] = Gär}, + %6,_,(6,,,, + 6,,,,,,) (2.28)

Compare this to the variance given by [23, section 9.9.1]. This expression is repeated

here for convenience.

Var]: ö,,,] = %[6,,6,,,, + cä- Qä] (2.29)

Using Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13 it can be seen that these descriptions of the variance of C„ are

equivalent.

In a similar manner the following variances can be developed
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V¤rEé„J = Girß + %G..<G„.. + 6....1
„ 6 6v.„rc,,1 = G§[Re(l“H)]2 +HI2„

6 6V.„rQ,,1 = 6;,r1„.(rH)12 + 42251 Hl2~
1MCC,.] = Hä<G..r’ + 6.,.)* + ;1<H’G.„„. + G„„><G..r“ + G1,.) + 6....6...1

V«rEé,.J = Hi(G„V2 + 61..2* + §1<H’G„.„. + G„„><G..r’ + G.,) + 6....6...1

These may also be shown to be equivalent to those developed in [23, section 9.1.1]:

V¤rEé„J = %EG..G„ + Qi. — Ci.] 1
~ 1Varlj6,,] =?[6,,6,, + 6}, — Q},]

Var[Q,,] = %[6,,6,, + Q}, — 6},] (2.31)

Var[6,,] = -ä-[6,,6,, + 6}, - Q},]

~ 1Var[Q,,] = ?|[6,,6,, + Q}, — 6},]

The equations presented in [23], (Eqs. 2.29 and 2.31) are preferred for calculating nu-

merical values of variance, since they are functions of variables that are directly meas-

ured in a fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis. The value of equations developed in

this section (Eqs. 2.28 and 2.30) is that they present insights regarding the contribution

ofvarious system elements to the overall variance.

For completeness (and because it will be needed later), the variance of a raw sample of

an auto spectrum (say, ofX), is given by [23, section 9.1.1] as

Vari6,,] = 6}, (2.32)

)
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2.4 The Ej§’ect ofAveragiug Raw Samples

A typical frequency response function (FRF) estimation is seldom based on a single

sample. Estimates are improved and variance reduced by averaging (in the frequency

domain) a number of raw samples. Whereas a raw sample of a quantity A is denoted

by a ’ti1de’ ( Ä ), an estimate of this quantity based on an average of nd raw sample re-

cords is denoted by a 'hat' (Ä). For the quamities discussed in this chapter averaging does

not affect the expectation of the quantity. That is, for an auto spectrum or for the real

or imaginary part of a cross spectrum ·

EEÄJ = ELA] = A (2.33)

In the next chapter it will be shown that Eq 2.33 does not apply when discussing the

magnitude of a complex variable, where the expectation of the magnitude will depend

on the variance of the real and imaginary components.

The primary reason for averaging multiple samples is that the variance of an estimate is

inversely proportional to the number of samples that are averaged. That is

Var[A] -.. Eggll (2.34)

The standard deviation of the quantity Ä, 62, is given by

dee

,2
-

„/ v,„[,2]
-
-4- (2.35)
~/E
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A convenient side benefit of the averaging process is that all averaged estimates of

measured quantities approach Normality by virtue of the Central Limit Theorem. For

example, the auto spectrum of a complex variable (that has been properly normalized)

with zero-mean Gaussian real and irnaginary parts has a Chi-square distribution with 2

degrees of freedom. But when nd raw samples are averaged to form estimates ofthe auto

Spcctrum, those estimates will approach a normal distribution with the variance given

by Eqs. 2.32 and 2.34.

2.5 Covariancc and Correlation

The covariance of two raw estimates, Ä and Ü is given by

c«~<Z. E) = EE<AA)<Aß>J = E|I(Ä - EtZ1)<ä — Etäm (3 36)
= EIZÄÄJ — EEÄ] EE?]

This covariance is reduced by averaging, with the covariance ofaveraged estimates being

found by using a relation analogous to Eq. 2.34.

The correlation coeflicient of two averaged estimates Ä and Ä, pn, is given by

Ä
c »(Ä Ä)0 9

,,636 = (2.37)

The magnitude of the correlation ranges in value from zero to one. Zero means that

there is no correlation between the two variables while p = +/ — l indicates that they are

perfectly c·rrelated. The covariance between the real and imaginary parts of a cross
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spectrum, say G„, will be needed later. This relation is developed in [23, section 9.1.2]

and repeated here for convenience.

C„Q„ (238)

From Eqs. 2.29, 2.30, 2.37, and 2.38 we find the correlation coefficent between the real

and imaginary parts of G„

2C Q
‘

Note that this equation applies for both raw samples or averaged estimates. A similar

equation may also be found for the correlation between the real and imaginary parts of

the G,, cross spectmm.

Another needed set of covariance and correlation terms are those between the G„ and

G„ cross spectra. Because this formula is not available we follow the lead of [23] in

similar derivations, using the difference operator (A) approach for covariance in Eq.

2.36. Applying the difference operator to the cross spectral magnitude, the result [23,

section 9.1.2] is
‘

C C +A] Gyx] g (2_40)
IG,,,I

From Eqs. 2.36 and 2.40

Cov(|Ö,,I. Iö„I>= Emo,.] AIG„|]

~
(C„(AC„) + Q„(AQ„))(€„(AC„) Ji- Q„(AQ„)) (M1)

' IG,,| |G„I
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Quantities such as C„ and IG,,I are considered constants in the expectation operation

in Eq. 2.41 and may be factored out when possible. The expectation only applies to

variable quantities such as AQ,,. Expanding and rewriting Eq 2.41 yields

C0v(I öyll 7 I öl! g + +

I G,,| I G„| (2.42)
C„Q„E[^C„AQ„] + Q„C„E[AQ,.AC„]]

The task at this point is to find the expectations in Eq. 2.42. This is a lengthy process,

and only a few intermediate steps will be presented here. The full derivation is shown

in the Appendix. Taking one of the expectation terms in Eq. 2.42

E|Ä(AC'„)(AC„)] = E[(Ü"„ — C„)(E'„ — 63..)]

= E11 @,6,,,] - EE @,6,,] - E[Cy,Ü„] + @,6,,, (2.43)
= E[öysöx.r] ' Cyrcxs

Ö„ is given by Eq. 2.26. Suflice it to say that Ö,, is even longer, with the expanded

product of Ö„ and Ö„ taking up a considerable amount of space. Using Eqs. 2.4 - 2.8

and 2.13 it con be shown that

(244)

The expectations of the other three terms in Eq 2.42 can be found in a similar manner:

IE|Ä(AC„)(AQ„)] = C„Q„ ·— E°Gs:GkkHI

E[(AQ„)(AQ„)] = Q„Q„ + °%GssGkkHR (245) „

l
E[(AQy.r)(ACxs)] = Qyscxs + °iGssGl¢kHI
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where the one minus sign in Eq. 2.45 is not a mistake. Finally, using the results of Eqs.

2.44 and 2.45 in Eq. 2.42 we can eventually arrive at

1
~ ~

76,,6,,,,1 HI2
Cov[IG_„I |6„|] g |6,„| IGy_,I +———— (2.46)

Equation 2.46 can be put in a more computationally convenient form by substituting
I

Eq. 2.19 for G,,,, which results in

co»EIö,,I Iö„IJe%[I6,.,I l6,,l +G,,|G,,„|] (2.47)

The covariance for an estimate based on n, raw samples is found by dividing Eq. 2.47

· by rz, (as in Eq. 2.34). Using Eq. 2.37 for the correlation coefiicient

~
|G„I IG,,| + 6,,16,,I

I6„I I6„l

An important point to be made is that expressions for 6Ig I and au; I have not yet been
yl 31

developed. As mentioned earlier, the magrtitude of a complex number (as well as the

variance ofthat magnitude) is a topic lengthy enough to deserve a separate chapter!

I 2.6 The Three-Channel FRF Estimator

Forming the ratio of the expectations of the cross spectra, Ö}, and Ö„, and using the

expectations developed in Eqs. 2.13
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EKG,.] EK c„J —jEEQ„J (M9)

=
G„{R@(VH)} —fG„{lm(VH)}

Gssl-lR "'jGs.rFJ

Canceling the G,, terms, expanding the product I'(f) H(f) and multiplying numerator

and denominator by the complex conjugate of l“(f), l"(f)

Etöygl {EFRHR "

FJH!]Carryingout the multiplication shown and canceling terms we arrive at

EEG J 6-§L= -ä¥i= 11,, -jH,= H(r) (2.51)
E[G„J ==

When referring to a variable in complex form (i.e., rather than by say, a magnitude), the

expectation of raw or averaged samples are the same, as discussed in section 2.4. Thus,

an estimate of a system frequency response function (FRF) may be made with averaged
I

samples by

6. ¢1§r= TZL (2.52)
GX.!

While Eq. 2.51 shows that the system FRF is found exactly by a ratio of expecrations,

the estimator =Ü is found by using a ratio of esrimates of these cxpectations, which is

not the same. That is
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Eté,.J ö,.
( T- #= E -7* (2-53)

EEG,.] 6,,,

While Eq. 2.53 indicates a source of bias in the estimate, in practice this bias is small

(there will be further discussion on this in the chapter discussing results of simulations),

and is reduced as nd is increased.
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Chapter 3 - Bias Errors in Complex Magnitude

Estimation

The magnitude of a complex number Z is a real number

Iz! =-/122+1* (3.1)

where R and I are the real and imaginary parts of the complex number, Z = R —jl. If

the real am imaginary parts are random variables then an estimate of the magnitude is

given by
i

I2! =«/1$’+?° (3.2)

where the 4 indicates a random sample (or estimate) of the variable.

The nature of the bias error to be discussed in this chapter is this: given that E[R] = pp

and erh = I-,

EIKIÜI] > |Z| (3-3)
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While this error is large enough to degrade the value of our magnitude estimate in only

a few instances, it is always significant in the effect it has on the variance of the magni-

tude estimator. Before beginning a more detailed discussion, an example will show the

nature of the error.

3.1 An Example of the Magnitude Bias Error

Consider an FRF measurement at a spectral line where H,,(f) = 0. The cross spectrum

G,,, will have a
’true’

value ofzero, and G„ will be identical with G,„. Bendat [23,section

9.1.1] develops the expectation of the magnitude of a raw sample of the cross spectrum

squared as

EI: 1 ö,,|’] = ELE‘j,,] + EL§§,,] = 6,,,,6,, + |6,,„|’ (3.4)

For our example, with G„ = G,„ and I G,,„I = 0 the expected value ofa raw sample of the

cross spectrum magnitude squared is simply G„G,„ . Bendat [23] then assumes that the
l

expected value of the magnitude of Ö„ is the same as the
’true’

value (in this case zero)

and uses Eq. 2.25 to fmd the variance of the magnitude estimate to be

F
Var]: | ö,,„| ] = G¤G,„, (3.5)

This result is extended to averaged estimates based on n, raw samples per Eq. 2.34

G GVar]: | ä,,„| ] = (3.6)
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Let us look more closely at the magnitude assumption used in this variance calculation.

Remember that although the expected values of C,, and Q, are zero, the probability that

any individual sample of these quantities will be exactly zero is zero. Thus, we may ex-

pect that samples of C,, and Q, will always have some linite values. Referring to Eq.

3.2 we see that because these values are squared that the magnitude estirnate will always
I

be real and positive.

From Eqs. 2.31 we see that the variances of C,, and Q, are, in this case, equal and given

by

Varlj 6*,,] = V«r|§§,,] = Jic;,,6„ = %6,,6,„, = rf (3.7)

with the variances for rx, averaged samples

^ ^ GXXGYY GxxGmr 02
Var]:Cyx] — V£1f[Qyx] —

T

— —
E- (3.8)

From Eq. 2.38 we fmd that the covariance in our example is zero meaning that C,, and

Q, are, in this instance, uncorrelated (this should not be taken as a general result).

The Rayleigh [24] or Chi distribution is the square root of a 2-degree-of-freedom Chi-
2

Square distribution. That is, it is the distribution of the function x =
—-$1%}-Ä

where

a, and a, are uncorrelated, zero-mean Gaussian variables with equal variances, 6}, and

x is used as a general variable.

The Rayleigh distribution will be the subject of further discussion later in this chapter.
U

For the moment it is enough to know that
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. EE.;] = U, /% (3.9)

Before we can apply the Rayleigh distribution to our example we must justify the

Gaussian (Normality) assumption. There is no reason to believe that the raw samples

Q, and Q, are Normally distributed, but the Central Limit Theorem can be used to

justify Normality for the averaged estimates C,, and Q,. Applying the Rayleigh dis-

tribution to the averaged estimates, with the square root of Eq. 3.8 substituted for 6, in

Eq. 3.9

G G /%d (3.10)
rst 1 é 111* — "G“G”'·

yx
_

4nd

‘ Before we can complete our example by calculating an improved estimate of the variance
I

using Eq. 2.25 we need EI: I Ö,,I']. Bendat [23,section 9.1.1] only develops EI: I G,,I'].

We must develop this term.

The Chi-Square distribution may be thought of as a sum of squared zero-mean, unit-

variance Gaussian variables. The number of degrees of freedom is the number of vari-
I

ables in the sum, and the expectation is the number ofdegrees offreedom. Applying this

distribution to our real and imaginary estimates and taking the expectation

A A

E .,. = 2 (3.11)
C]! Qy:

«/E «/E

Recalling that C,, and Q, are both zero, and that the 6 terms in Eq. 3.11 are equal and

given by Eq. 3.7 we arrive at
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^ ^ 2 G G
EEG; + Q;] = EE I 6,,,I*] = 2<%) =-% (3.12)

4 4

Before continuing with our ’improved’ variance estimate, let us compute. the variance

of IÖ„I using the assumption (from [23]) of zero expected value for the magnitude of

this particular cross spectrum. Equation 2.25 would then lead to the variance being

given by the result of Eq. 3.12, which agrees with Eq. 3.6. To compute our ’improved’

variance, we use Eqs. 3.10 and 3.12 in Eq. 2.25 to fmd

G G G GVar[lÖ,,„I] =—%i-@(1 —%)=0.2146%'l _ (3.13)

Thus we fmd our revised estimate ofthe variance of the magnitude estimator in this case

to be 21% of the estimate in [23]! Note also that, with a zero 'true’ value of the cross

spectrurn magnitude, any finite expected value of the magnitude estimator represents an

infmite error in the estimate.

No claim is made that errors of these magnitudes are always the case. Indeed, the ex-

ample presented is probably a worst case. What is signilicant, however, is that the errors

in magnitude and variance estirnates shown here are always present ro some degree in

every estimate of a complex variable magnitude when the real and imaginary parts of

that variable are random variables.

Before we leave our example, it would be informative to look at a graphic example of

the Rayleigh distribution. Figure 2 shows ll samples ofZ where the real and imaginary

parts are zero-mean, independent Gaussian random variables with variance a' From

these samples we fmd an estimate of the standard deviation, ä, to be 3.05. From Eq.

3.9 we fmd EIQIZI] = 3.8, which compares weH (for a small samplir1g) to the average
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value in Fig. 2 , 3.7. Thus, although both real and imaginary parts are zero mean, the

expectation of the magnitude is even larger than the component standard deviation.

Furthermore, the standard deviation of the magnitude is much less than the component

standard deviations.

3.2 Maguitude and Variance for a Special Case

For the most general case ofa magnitude estimate we must consider the real and imag-

inary parts of the complex variable to be at least partially correlated but with differing

variances. This is in fact the case for the magnitude of any cross spectrum estimate

(other than the special case of a zero 'true’ magnitude shown in our example). The

mathematics of dealing with the general case become intractable except by numerical

solutions, however. The special case we are about to consider deties closed form sol-

ution for all but a limited range of values.

The special case we will consider in this section has the properties that the real and im-

p aginary parts of the complex variable are 1.) uncorrelated and 2.) of equal variance.

Though no way was found to prove it ar1alytically, the simulations to be discussed in

later chapters consistently showed that this special case applies to the estimators of the

magnitude of the FRF, I=fI(f)I and I‘IjI(f) I. It also applies to I*Ü(f)I when the system

H(f) is not near an antiresonance region.
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While the expected value of the magnitude of a complex random variable, IZ I , is difli·

cult to fmd, the expectation of I I * is not. It can be gotten directly from the Chi-square

distributionfor our special case. Ifwe rewrite Eq. 3.11 in terms of Ä, Ä um p,, and the

denorninators are replaced by 6
’s,

then it follows that

E[(li — #,9* + ci — #9*1 = 2«* (3-14)

It is important to remember that the Chi-square distribution applies only as long as the

real and irnaginary parts are uncorrelated. Expanding the left side

= EIZIF + F] — 2#„E[Ä] — 2#,EÜ] + it}, + it} (3-15)

from which we fmd
I

Er1éu=]=6r1Q*+P1=„},+„§+z„*=1z|*+z„= (:;.16;

If we were to ignore the ejffect of the magnitude bias for a moment and calculate the

variance using Eq. 2.25 we would fmd that

Va,[|2|]=(|z|*+2«*)—(|z|)*=2,,= (3.17)

In a later section we will prove that this is a high estimate of the variance which exceeds

the true variance by a factor ofat least 2.
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3.2.1 Application of the Rayleigh Distribution

As mentioned in the previous section, the Rayleigh (or Chi) distribution is the square

root of a 2 degree-of-freedom Chi-square distribution, with the expectation given by Eq.

3.9. It would at first seem a simple matter to apply this distribution to our special case

in order to obtain the expectation and variance of the magnitude of our complex num-

ber. Expanding the distribution in terms of our variables

Ä " [IR 2 '* [II 2 JT
+ ·? = —— 3.18EIJI G- ) I a 2 ‘ ’

where 11,, and 11, are the expectations of Ä and I. Eq. 3.18 differs slightly from Eq. 3.9

in the form of the expectation because Eq. 3.18 has been written so that the 6, of Eq.

3.9 is unity. Even given, for our special case, that 6; = 6; = 6, we still cannot directly

solve for our desired result

(3.19)

except for the special case derived in the previous section where 11,, = 11, = 0

3.2.2 Application of the Taylor Series.

The Taylor Series expansion for a function of two variables, written in terms of our no-

tation for I2 I and expanded about Ä = 11,,, 1 = 11,
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~
A A

IÜUJR + AR. 131 + A1)! 11,)

I6.6.
*;..6. *’ 6’I 1. @21

·%<—7(AR)2 + 2—·T·;··ARAI +
—-—’€‘—(A1)2)

+612*61261 öl

where AR and AI are by definition uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian variables repres-

enting fluctuations of the estimates about their expected values and the derivative terms

are evaluated at R = 11,, and i = 1,1,. lf we take the expectation of the expanded ex-

pression for I2 I in Eq. 3.20 we fmd that all except the A terms are taken as constants

in the expectation operation. Thus, similar to Eqs. 2.4 to 2.7 and 2.24 we find certain

expectations

EIIAR] = E[A1ZI = 0
EUARIZJ = EUM2] = °2

(3 21)
E[(AR)’] = E[(AR)(AI)] = E[(AR)(A1)“] = 0

EI:(AR)2(AI)2] = 6* E[(AR)°] = E[(AI)4] = 36*

Using Eq. 3.2 for I2 I and taking derivatives
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6 I äl = 1%
822 116 6. 1*

6 I äl = 1
82 V I? + 22

@12.; (22228R2 I1? + 12)% 2

6* I 21 =
‘ 1%*

3822 (122 + 1*)%
6* I äl = - 111 2

A A61:61 (1%* + 1*)% 2

Expanding I2 I in afive term series (only the first three terms are shown in Eq. 3.20 for

brevity), using Eqs. 3.21 and 3.22 along with some higher derivative terms, and evaluat-

ing the variables R and 2 at 11, and 11,, we arrive at

2 4
(3.23)

- V #1: + #1 (#1: 'I5 #1)2

Although there were five terms in the series expansion, two of these terms contained

only functions ofAR and AI resulting in odd powers (i.e., (AR)*(AI)) and were, therefore,

zero after the expectation operation. These remaining three terms may be rewritten

2 4zum- IzIIzI
Izl (3.24)

= |Z|[1+l(..‘L.)2 +L<..£..)·*+2
IzI 8 Izl
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It would seem at first that the problem of finding the expectation of the magnitude has

been solved, but this is not so. If we let Iz I —» 0 in Eq. 3.24 we see that

EI: I I] -» oe , while Eq. 3.9 yields a finite value. Equation 3.24 tums out to be valid

only over the range of 0 <
T;-T<

0.5 above which the series starts diverging rapidly.

Although this appears to be a limited range, it actually applies to all cases where the

standard deviation is much smaller than the value being measured (a desirable condition

for any measurement!). Equation 3.24 also provides valuable qualitative insights. First,

we have proved the assertion made in Eq. 3.3 that EI; IZI] > Iz I for even small values

of 6. Second, this bias error can be described as a function of solely the ratio Ü.

Finally, we will use Eqs. 3.16 and 3.24 in the variance equation (2.25) to fmd

V6r[|2I1=(Iz|* + 26*)- 1* ·2 Izl 8 Izl
= IZI*+ 26* - IZI*[1+ (-2)*

+-!-<—‘L)‘
+Izl 2 Izl

.1. 4. 8+.1. 4 8+...]
(325)

8(lzl) 64(IZI)
2 1 6 2 l 6 4 1 6 6=‘*"?(m> '8(TET) "-um) *8*

Remembering that this expression is onbw valid in the range of from zero tovabout

0.5, we may still infer some usefull information. Most importantly, note that the maxi-

mum variance is 6*, or haßofthat predicted Jthere were no bias in the magnitude estimate

(see Eq. 3.17). Another interesting observation is that the variance of the magnitude

decreases as the ratio increases.
Izl
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3.2.3 Magnitude and Variance by Probability Density Functions

Let us review the development so far for our ’special case' of a complex number with

uncorrelated but equal·variance real and irnaginary Gaussian components. If we

parameterize the variance of the magnitude in terms ofir-, we have found expressions

for the variance in the range of zero to approximately 0.5 (via the Taylor Series), and

at oo (using the Rayleigh distribution with IZ I = 0). The range in between is,

at present, lost to us via closed·form solution.

3.2.3.1 Probability Density Functions

If a single random variable x assumes a continuous range of values, any one of which

is denoted by x(k), then a probability density function may be defined by

um P b b'I' k Axp(x)= I:Ax-—» 0 Ax

I
Some important relations for a probability density function (PDF) are

00

p(x)dx = I

EU] = ux = I xP(x)dx-„ (3.27)

ED?] = •l¤§ =I‘
¤¤°P(¤¤)dx

V¤r[x] = ·/Ö — (P,.)2
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_ where uh} indicates the mean square of x. Expectations for a single valued function of

x, g(x) may be found by

N 2 (3.28)
E|I(g(x)) ] = I (s(x)) p(x)dx

—X

A second-order probability density function may also be defined for the probability dis-

tribution for two variables, and may be written p(x,y) . For a function of two variables

then

% %E[s(x.y)] =_I _I s(¤=„y)p(x.y)dx dy
jf j° (3.29)

6C<g<»«.y>>’J = I I <g<«.y>>’y<x.y>dx dy

3.2.3.2 PDF’s Applied to the Complex Magnitude

The joint probability density function for a general case of two Gaussian (Normal) var-

iables is given by

1 1 (x- p,)'
+

(y—#,)° _ 2p,,(x-#90*-14,)
(3pw) I ya di -30)

21roxoy„/ (1 — pi,.)

We may use Eqs. 3.29 and 3.30 to write expressions for EI: IZI] and EI: IZI3] where

the variables Ä and l are used in place ofx and y, and g(Ä, l) = I2 I = sl Ä* + li . For
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our special case, p„_, == 0, and because the special case real and imaginary part standard

deviations are equal, we use 6, =- 6, == 6,,_,. Unfortunately, these expressions defy inte-

gration for even our simplified special case.

3.2.3.3 PDF by Transformation of Variablcs

Our function of uncorrelated real and imaginary components may be transformed to a

polar form n terms of a magnitude and angle by ·

121 -«/2*+P ö•I&I1_l(é·> 16.61)
R

where the reverse transformation is given by

A A A A A _ A
R =¤ 121 cos(6) I • 12 I s1n(6) (3.32)

I
Transformation of the PDF is made by [25]

61121,61 -612, ?>111 13.36)

where IJ I is the determinant of the Jacobian Transformation matrix. The transforma-

tion matrix for our complex magnitude is defined by

1 6 1 21 öl 21
öl (2.34)

Ä Ä
aä ai
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Combining Eqs. 3.30 - 3.34 we arrive at the transformed probability density function (for

equal variance, uncorrelated real and imaginary parts)

A

21:6

The PDF of IZ I is given by

A 2* A A Ap(|ZI)=_I p(IZI,6)a6 (3.36)
0

which is unfortunately no easier to integrate than the previous result. But before we

leave this approach, let us apply Eqs. 3.35 and 3.36 to the example at the begimiing of

this chapter, where pn = p,= IZ I = 0. With that substitution Eq. 3.35 is greatly sim-

plitied and we arrive at

A ^ gz -A
P(I2I)=#'°XP 26' (337)

6

Equation 3.37 tums Out to be the Rayleigh probability density function [24] in terms of

the variable I2 I. This proves the assertion in Section 3.1 that IZ I has a Rayleigh dis-

tribution when IZ I = 0.
(

3.2.4 Magnitude Bias and Variance by Numerical Integration

As a result of the above investigations, only one method has been found that is capable

of determining the magnitude bias and variance at all values ofTä: numerical inte-
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gration. While it may be considered a ’brute force’ method in that any one result is valid

only for one value ofÜ, it has the advantage that it will work as well for the general

case (i.e., correlated real and imaginary parts of differing variance) as for our 'special

case' (uncorrelated and equal variance).

For our special case, the probability density function of Eq. 3.30 is greatly simplified by

virtue of the fact that the correlation coeflicient p„ is zero. Under this condition, it can

be shown that

p(¤¤-y) =p(-v)p(v) (3-38)

where p(x) and p(y) are single variable Gaussian probability density functions. For equal

variances Eq. 3.38 can be written in terms of Ä and f as

^ 1 ...4. ^
-

3 ^ .. 3((R ßn) +(l #1) } (3.39)
21:6

Then the first of Eqs. 3.29 can be written as

(3.40)
*% *00

The integration limits at plus and minus infinity in two directions can more pragmat-

ically be replaced by a square region about 106 square and centered on (pk, p,). A 60 x

60 integration grid was used to generate the figures in this section, although acceptable

results were obtained with 30 x 30 and coarser grids. The second of Eqs. 3.29 (for

EI: I 2 I']) need not be evaluated numerically (though the result is the same), since Eq.

3.16 provides a simpler calculation. The variance then follows from Eq. 2.25.
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Numerous numerical integrations over a range of values confirmed what was discovered

in the Taylor Series development: that the standard deviation of the components (6) and

the
’true’

magnitude (IZ I , as shown in Eq. 3.3) were the only parameters needed to de-

scribe the magnitude and variance of IZ I .t That is, the results for a given value of IZ I

apply to any combination of an and p., producing that value.

dzlt

Figure 3 shows normalized variance, where the ratio ofT;§L is plotted as a function of

T;-T. As shown in the figure, values ofÜ< 0.l0 result in values of the variance of
I2I being within one percent of the variance of the real and imaginary components.

Increasing 6 (or decreasing IZI) actually decreases the variance ratio towards a lower ·

bound asymptote. This limiting value of the variance ratio, 0.4292, (occurring for

IZ I = 0 ) can also be verified by the Raleigh distribution. Figure 4 presents the same

information as Fig. 3, except the ordinate is the ratio of standard deviations rather than

the ratio ofvariances.

Figure 5 presents a more useful form, plotting a nom1alized standard deviation ratio as

a function ofÜ. In a real-life measurement situation, the 'true' magnitude IZ I

would likely be unknown, and only IZ I would be available. Taking IZ I as an estimate

of aß, would then provide a means for obtaining an estimate of the variance of IZ I

(providing of course that one had at least an estimate of 6). The limiting value of the

abscissa, 0.798, is found from Eq. 3.9 (J;) for the Rayleigh distribution, which is the

limiting case.

Figure 6 is .1seful for correcting magnitude bias errors (providing once again that an es-

timate of6 is available). Here we have the ratio 7% plotted as a function of the ratio

-Ü-. Note the the lirniting value of T3-F is about 0.798, which occurs for IZ I = 0.
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When estimates are used in place of 6 and plgl it is quite possible that this limiting value

may be exceeded. This only indicates that IZ I has a value very close to zero.

In the next chapter, a method is developed for fmding the variance of the magnitude of 4

the FRF estimator directly (i.e., algl is found without knowledge of 6* ). In a later

_ chapter on the results of the simulations, it was found that the FRF estimator III! I has

the same properties that IZ I has in our special case example (real and imaginary parts

which are uncorrelated and of equal variance). In order to correct our estimate of the

magnitude for bias error, it would be useful to have a magnitude bias correction factor

which is a function of estirnated quantities. Figure 7 presents the data of the previous _

‘ figures in this form. The ratio is plotted as a function ofä-, where IZ I may

be used as an estimate of plgl. For convenience we denote the ratio (ordinate of

Fig. 7 ) as c . Then our magnitude estimate may be corrected for magnitude bias by

I2 I „, = IZ I c. The variance of the corrected estimate is found by 61glw = c*6}gl. From

this figure we can note several things. One is that the magnitude bias error is very small

v;h/en < 0.l. Another is that the curve becomes nearly vertical around

0.5. Recalling that in an actual measurement situation only estimates of6lgl and

plgl are available to us, we can see that a meaningful bias correction in this region is

doubtful. But consider the significance of such measurements. The standard deviation

of the measurement is near half of the measured value. For a Normal (Gaussian) dis-

tribution, approximately 95 percent of values fall with a plus/minus two standard devi-

ation range. In the simulations discussed in Chapter 6 it was found for values of

2 0.5 that the distribution of I2 I is only approximately Normal, with the actual

distribution skewed towards lower values. Even with a Normal distribution, the near

vertical region of Fig. 7 represents data that has zero within the 95 percent confidence

range. The true distribution would indicate a higher probability ofa zero true magnitude
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value than the Normal distribution. We conclude the discussion of' Fig. 7 by observing

that estimates of' aläl and plél resulting in ratios of
% in the vicinity of' 0.5 have a

very high probability that the ’true' value of the magnitude (IZI) is very close to zero.

_ 3.3 Magnitude and Variance for the General Case

For the 'general case' of'a complex number with correlated real and imaginary parts with
‘ differing variances, the only recourse is numerical integration f'or each set of values of

63,a;, p„, p, , and pm. No simplification for the expected value of the magnitude

squared via- the Chi-square distribution is possible if there is a non-zero correlation or

differing variances. Equation 3.30, rewritten in terms of R and I instead ofx and y,

must be substituted in both of Eqs. 3.29 and numerically integrated.

This task is made even more diflicult because there is no longer an easily defined inte-

gration region as there was with our 'special case'. The size and shape of' the region

depend on as, 6; , and pm. The correlation coefficient is particularly troublesome. One

problem is that p = l causes a zero in the denominator of Eq. 3.30. Another is that

while our 'special case' integration region was square and paralled with the real and im-

aginary axes, any non-zero values of' the correlation coefficient result in an integration

region that is neither square nor parallel to the complex axes. The general integration

region becomes a tilted rectangle, with one dimension of' this rectangle approaching zero

as the correlation coeflicient approaches one. A method for dealing with this variable

integration region will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4 - Variance of the Three-channel FRF

Estimator
”

This chapterlwill present two methods for estimating variance of the three-channel FRF

estirnator, ·Ü. Knowing the variance of a measured FRF gives the experimenter a

quantitative measure of its variability. Traditional evaluations of the accuracy of results

have been based on values of the ordinary coherence, yj,. Estimates of an FRF associ-

ated with values of the coherence near unity were considered ’good', while estimates with

coherences near zero were considered doubtful. 'Good’ is a qualitative measure and does

not provide any information about what might be an expected range of values. Does

'good' mean we might expect a live percent variation in the magnitude estimate, or

might it be a fraction ofa percent? On the other hand, it is well known that the variance

of an estimate decreases with the number of sample records averaged to obtain that es-

timate. But with large amounts of uncorrelated content in the measurements, no

amount of averaging will increase the coherence. lndeed, the only effect of averaging

on coherenze is to improve the estimate of it. Coherence estimates are generally high

for a small number of samples, and decrease towards the 'true’ value as the number of
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samples averaged increases. lf the low coherence results only from uncorrelated content

in the measured signal and not from, say, FFT leakage, then even with a low coherence

estimate we would, at some number of averaged samples expect to finally achieve a re-

sult with an acceptable degree ofvariability. Whether or not this result is 'good' in terms

of being accurate is another question. Depending on the estimator type and source(s)

of uncorrelated content, large biases may still be possible. The three-channel estimator

is chosen because its estirnates are unbiased in the presence of uncorrelated content.

An aßcutatc estimate of the variance at each spectral line allows 'confidence bands' to

be plotted about an estimate. The experimenter then has a deterrnination of the range

of possible values of the estimate for a given probability of error, as well as a deterrni-

nation ofhow many sample records are required to reduce variability to a desired degree.
I V

An approxirnate method for the variance of the ‘fI FRF estimator has been developed

by Bendat [23, section 9.2.4]. While this variance estimate was found to be reasonably

accurate (in the sirnulations to be discussed) it is associated with a possibly biased result.

Only the *1i method consistently converges to an unbiased result, so futher work in this

chapter will concentrate on developing variance estimates for this estimator.

The first method presented is an analytical one, following a similar development to that

of the
‘Ü

estimator presented by Bendat [23]. Unfortunately, while this method

produced a stable variance calculation for the *1:1 estimator, the resulting three-channel

variance calculation proves to be undesirable because of computational stability prob-

lems. Large fluctuations in the variance estimate result from small changes in the ex-

perimentally measured quantities. The second method might be considered a ’brute

force’ approach, with the variance being calculated numexically at each spectral line. lt

does have the advantage however, of producing accurate and stable results.
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4.1 A Finite Dwerence Methodfor Estimating Variance

4.1.1 Theoretical Development

We begin by rewriting Eq. 2.52 in the form

I6,,I -
I”6I I6,.,I (4.1)

Again using the difference (A) operator

AI6,_,IeI¢6I(AI6„I)+I6„I(AI¢6I) (4.2)

Squaring this result yields

(AI6,,I)=e I°I/1I2(AIÖ„I)2+2I°ÜIIÖ„I(AI(li„I)(AI°I/:1I)+ I6,_,I*(AI¢1?zI)*(4.6)

Before rewriting Eq. 4.3 and taking the expectation to find the variance, we must develop

an altemate expression for the product (AI Ö„I )(AI·I:I I) appearing on the right side of

Eq. 4.3. We start with

löl AIÖ I I6 I)
AIclÖII=A—·%· §··%·— (4.4)

I G,„I IG„I I G„| I

from which we fmd

IÖ I(AI6 I)(AIÖ I)- I6 I(AI6
I)“

(AI °FII)(AI ä„I) (4.5)
I G„I
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Substituting Eq 4.5 in Eq 4.3 and solving for (Altlfl I )*

. r1A6 1*+ 1*61*66 )*- 2I‘fII(AÖ XA6 1
(4,6)

where Eq. 2.52 was used in the simplification process. Taking the expectation of Eq 4.6

with the aid of Eqs. 2.24 and 2.36, we find

^

_
1Vmlö |)+I‘1?II’Var(|Ö 11 2I‘I'—}ICov(IÖ 1 16 1; 14-7)

IG,„|

where the covariance may be found from Eqs. 2.46 or 2.47 by the relation

A A Ö I, I
ÖC<>v(|G,,|.lG„|)=-—-$,;-$- 14.81

4.1.2 Problems With the Finite Difference Variance Estimate

The first problem with Eq. 4.7 is that estimates of the variance of IÖ„I and IÖ,,,I are

in themselves difficult to fmd, because of the magnitude bias effect discussed in Chapter

3. Note that the cross spectral magnitude estimate does not have any simplifying

properties: the real and imaginary parts are correlated and of differing variances. That

leaves only numerical integration for finding accurate estimates of these variances.

The second problem is that the variance of Pfl I is a small number compared to the

values on the right side of Eq. 4.7. That is, the term containing the covariance in Eq.
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4.7 approaches the sum of the other two terms. Therefore, even small percentage errors

. in the variances and covariance of I Ö,,I and IÖ,,I can result in large errors for the es-

timate of I variance. With one set of data that was investigated in the simulations,

a tive pcfccnt change in the covariance estimate caused theI·I:I I variance estimate to

range from a fraction to several times the true variance.

4.2 A Numerical Methodfor Estimating Variance

The only method that has been found to accurately compute magnitude expectation and

variance is numerical integration of Eqs. 3.29 and 3.30. To estimate the variance of

I=I:I I three sets of integrations must be performed for each spectral line. The first two

are to determine the variance of IÖ,,I and IÖ,,I , while the third integration set deter-

mines the variance of the ratio ofthese cross spectra (and therefore that of I·1?I ). These

integrations use only values that are measured experimentally in a three-channel FRF

system: n,,, (2,,, Q,, Ö,,, and Q,. This section will present this topic in two parts. The first

part will deal with the integration method, while the second part will show a method for

determining an efiicient two-dimensional integration region.
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4.2.1 Details of the Integrations to Determine FRF Variance
’

4.2.1.1 Cross Spectral Magnitude Variance

Before the variance of the FRF estimator can be deterrnined we must first have accurate

estimates of the variances of IÖ„I and IÖ,,I at each spectral line. The integration

method is exactly the same for both IÖ„I and IÖ„l , so in the following discussion we

will drop the subscript notation. We will only refer to the quantities C, Q, and I Ö I.

We have previously justified nomaality of and Q by application of the Central Limit

Theorem (6 action 3.1). The standard deviations of C and Q may be found by use ofEqs.

2.29, 2.31, 2.34, and 2.35 while the correlation coefiicient between C and Q may be found

by Eq. 2.39. These values are substituted in Eq. 3.30 as follows: 6,, 6, and p,,, are re-

placed with og, G3 and p86 . The variables x andy are replaced by the variables C and

Q, while p, and a, are replaced by the measured estimates of pg and aß, (which are the

values obtained from the experimental measurement, Q,„„„„„ and C,„„,„,,_,). With these

substitutions Eq. 3.30 becomes the probability density fxmction of C and

We now need to set up the integration of Eqs. 3.29. For the cross spectral variance es-

timation, we defme g(x,y) = «/ + Q' and (g(x,y))* = Ö + The bi-variate proba-

bility density function (PDF) of Eq. 3.30 may be thought of as a circular or elliptical

’mound' on the complex plane. lfwe pass a plane which is parallel to the complex plane

through the mound we will fmd the intersection to be a circular or elliptical area. The

closer the intersection plane is to the complex plane, the larger the intersection area will

be. Ifwe can accurately defme the region of the plane where this mound has significant

height, we need only integrate over this small region, instead of over the entire plane
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extending to + / — oc in two directions. The next section will discuss the details of de-

termining the actual boundaries of this region, so for the moment we will only present

a general discussion. lf the parallel intersection plane is some small distance s from the

base plane, we need only integrate over this fmite intersection region to obtain an ap-

proximate value of the integration carried out with limits at +/ — infinity. For ease of

computation, the actual integration region will be square or rectangular and just large

enough to contain the circular or elliptical intersection region. That is, the circle or el-

lipse inscribed in the square or rectangle.

The only instance in which we would fmd a circular integration region is when the real

and imaginary parts have equal variance and are uncorrelated. Since the cross spectrum

A components are, in general, correlated and of unequal variance, we will refer only to el-

liptical intersection and rectangular integration regions henceforth. The next step is to

divide the rectangle into a grid of smaller rectangles, using an equal number of divisions

in both directions. Let us say we are integrating over a region that is L units long and

W units wide. Then we divide both dimensions into m equal increments, where

AL = and AW = Our region becomes a grid of small rectangular elements, each

of area AL AW . We will approximate the volume above each element by the area of

the element multiplied by the value ofp(Ö, Q) evaluated at a point in the center of the

element.

Using this discrete approximation we may replace the integrations ofEq. 3.29 by double

sumrnations. lfwe let i andj be the summation indexes in the L and W directions, then

(Ö), QU) are the coordinates of the center of element Using this notation, we can re-

write Eqs. 3.29 as
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EEIÖIJ é„)ALAW
‘T.' ’.T.‘ (4.9)

Et u Gm eZZ6; + Q;) ,„(é„, Q,) AMW
hl jul

Note that computations may be reduced if these integrations are done sirnultaneously,

since the value of p(C„, Q,) is the same at each point for both summations. Using the

results of Eq. 4.9 in Eq. 2.25 we fmd an estimate of the variance

of4.2.1.2FRF Magnitudc Variance
I

We need to integrate once more to arrive at a variance estimate for I=fI I. In our pre-

vious integrations we arrived at the variances of I Ö„I and I Ö,,I . We will now use these

variances with the experimentally measured magnitudes of these quantities (i.e., no bias

corrections). Using Eq. 2.48 we can fmd the correlation coeliicient p,8y',_ ,8::,. The PDF

of Eq. 3.30 is now written as p(I Ö„I , IÖ„I), while in Eq. 3.29 g(x,y) becomes

g(I Ö„I , IÖ„I) = -{-%= I=FII. A summation similar to that ofEq. 4.9 is used to fmd

the expectations of thle mean and mean square which then give the variance from Eq.

2.25.

I
Note that Ci this third integration we assumed that the PDF's of both IÖ„I and IÖ„I

are Gaussian (Normal). We may use the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) to justify ap-

proximate Normality for and The magnitudes IÖ„I and IÖ„I however are func-

tions of (approxirnately) Normal variables, so the CLT does not apply. A function of

Normal variables is not necessarily Normal. While there is a basis for assumirig
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Normality of a function of Normal variables in the limit [26], further verification was

desired. The primary basis for the assumption of Normality for this integration are the

Monte Carlo simulations discussed in Chapter 6. As we shall see there, in most in-

stances the magnitude of a cross spectrum estimate closely follows a Normal distrib-

ution.

This third and final integration is fairly insensitive to small variations in the input

quantities, with one exception: the correlation coefficient p. If our measured data has

little uncorrelated content (i.e., yj, —> l), the correlation coefficient approaches unity.

Near unity, small changes in p can have a large effect on variance. It can also be seen

in Eq. 3.30 that p = l can cause numerical problems with a zero in the denominator.

In practice, this can be prevented by placing an upper limit on p. When the integration

routine was implemented using IEEE double precision format, a value of

p„,,, = 0.999999 was found to give quite satisfactory results when high correlation coef-

ficients were encountered.

4.2.2 Determining an Efficient Integration Region

To find an efficient integration region, we must first understand what changes can occur

in the shape of the bi-variate PDF of Eq. 3.30. Let us use a general case for discussion

where 6, and 6, are unequal, and we pass a plane through the ’mound' a distance 6 from

the x —y plane. If the correlation eoefficient is zero, we would find that the intersection

is elliptical in shape, with the major axes parallel with the coordinate axes. lfwe hold

all else Constaut and if we increase the correlation coefficient towards unity, we would

see the shape of the ellipse narrow and rotate. As p —> l the intersection region ap-
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proaches a zero width line segment tilted at some limiting angle which we will fmd in a

moment. The sides of the mound towards the narrowing dimension become steeper as

p becomes larger, until at the limiting case of p = l we would find that the mound has

reached an infinite height, but only over the infmitesimal area of a line segment in the

integration plane (remember that the total volume is always unity, representir1g a prob-

ability of l). As mentioned previously this is computationally ir1tractable, so an upper

limit on p must be set.

Our task is to find the smallest rectangular region that will just contain the intersection

region discussed above. Reference to Eq. 3.30 will show that a constant height (or

constant probability) is defined by a constant argument in the exponcntial term. That

is

- 2 - 2 2 - -
cgngpant (4,10)2 2 axayax ay

This is the equation for an ellipse that has its center at at (11,, p,), and is rotated through

some angle 6. Sir1ce the translation and rotation are independent operations, we will _

translate the ellipse back to the origin in order to simplify the angle calculation. Using

x' =x—p, andy’ can rewrite Eq. 4.10 as

1 1 12—"l-—£’l'—+L= come": (4.11)2 6,,6}, 2ox ax

From analytic geometry we may find the equations for a rotated and translated ellipse

as
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Ax2+B.xy+ Cy2+Dx+Ey+F=0
(4.12)( 20) =L““‘

(A — 6)

Comparison of Eqs. 4.11 and 4.12 allows us to find

2 2
U 0X y (4.13)

J. 2 °>·

J. 1 - (fl.):
er; ai V °*

Using the trigonometric identities

_ tan(¢) - tan(¤/1)
tanw W) —

1 + tan(¢>) tan((/1) (4.14)
1¤¤( - P)

with the substitutions tan(¢) = and ~ß = — ¢> we find that

tan(20) = ,
l —- tan (45)

=
tan(¢>) - m( - 4)) (4-15)

P l + tan(d>) tan( — da)

= P 1¤¤(¢ — ( ·— ¢>)) = P 1¤¤(2¢>)

Thus, we see that as Ipl increascs 0 —-> 1 , then 0 ranges 0 -• 45.
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At this point we know the center of the ellipse is at (u,,, py), and the major axes are ro-

tated an angle 0. The next step is to find the dimensions L and H. This is done nu·

merically, using a set range of s between s„,,„ and em,. An incremental step method is
Ö

used, starting at the center of the ellipse and moving outward along the (tilted) major

axis until p(x,y) < sm. Then the technique switches to a bisection method until

6,,,,,, < p(x, y) < 6,,,,,, for some coordinate (x,y) that lies along the major axis of the ellipse.

The distance between (p,,, tt,) and (x,y) is the dimension This process is repeated

along the minor axis until the dimension -1; has been found. Once L and H have been
found, the region must be divided into elements and the summations of Eq. 4.9 carried

W out.

We have discussed the method without reference to the actual numbers used. Good re-

sults were obtained with the following values:

Smm = 1-0

= 2.0 E — 10
m = I5 (number of divisions) (4.16)

Hdpm, = 0.999999 (in IEEE double precision format)

There is a good reason for specifying the minimum number of samples averaged, n,.

Remember that in Eqs. 3.29 we integrate the product of g(x,y) and p(x, y). Although

the mound ofp(x,y) is symmetrical with an elliptical cross section, the shape formed by
4

this product is neither elliptical nor symmetrical. Also recall that the variance of Ö and

Q (when fmding the cross spectrum variance) are inversely proportional to rt,. Small

numbers of samples,n„,, result in an integration region that contains the origin. This

causes trouble. The magnitude function, g(x,y), is zero at the origin. Regardless of the

value ofp(x,y) at the origin, the product of these two values is zero. Instead of having
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a well behaved integration volume which probably resembles a lop-sided elliptical

mound, we have a lop-sided elliptical mound with a zero height hole in it at the origin.

If we are near the center of the PDF mound, this hole causes a volume high rates of

change of surface derivatives in its vicinity. This region cannot be defined by a relatively

few integration elements. In fact for small values of nd even quadrupling the number of

elements failed to give accurate results. The only tractable solution is to ensure that nd

is as given in Eq. 4.16. Under this condition the origin lies either on the edge or outside

of the integration region and does not cause difliculty. Another reason for imposing this

limitation on nd is concemed not with the integration method, but the underlying as-

sumptions which allow the integration method to be used. Normality for the cross

spectral real and irnaginary terms was justified by the Central Limit Theorem. lf ap-

pears, from the simulation results in Chapter 6, that nd 2 50 is probably a minimum cri-

teria for the CLT Normality effect to be valid.

A discussion on numerical precision is required. Although the measured values obtained

from an FFT analysis are typically less than IEEE single precision, higher precision must

be used in the nurnerical integration process. Because many of the volume elements are

very small, their values may not show up accurately in a single precision computation.

Therefore, all operations in the summations of Eq. 4.9 are carried out in double preci-

sion, though the final results are converted back to single precision format. With double

precision format and a 15 X 15 integration grid, the expectations found by the summa-

tions of Eq. 4.9 are generally within one percent or less ofthe values found when using

much finer grids, say 100 x 100.

The integration method used is not sophisticated. The volume above a rectangular ele-

ment in the plane is based on the height above one point in the center of the element.
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However this method was found to be the most efllcient of several tried. A type of

trapezoidal integration was used, where the volume was based on the heights at all four

comers of the element. Surprisingly, this method needed a finer mesh (more elements)

to converge than the simpler method used. A 5·point-Gaussian-quadrature was also

used, but this did not have nearly the accuracy required for meaningful results (for a

reasonably accurate variance result, we must have the expectation of the magnitude with

an error of much less than 0.1 % I).
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Chapter 5 - Experimental FRF Meastuement

Simulations

Two types of simulations were done. Both simulated the experimental FRF measure-

ment process model shown in Fig 1. A Gaussian (Normal) random number generator

was used to generate random values directly in the frequency domain; therefore these

simulations did not attempt to model the FFT problems of aliasing and leakage. The

p scope was limited to evaluating the performance and statistical characteristics ofvarious

FRF estimators whenever there is uncorrelated content present in the measurement

system
l

The first type of simulation used the Monte Carlo technique. Simulated FRF measure-

ments were made repeatedly at a single spectral line. Each individual measurement was

based on an average of rz, simulated FFT records. The results of these repeated simu-

lated measurements were used to generate estimates ofprobability density functions and

various statistical quantities.
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The other type of simulation modeled a single FRF measurement over a number of

spectral lines. This allowed comparison of the various FRF estimators simultaneously

over a large range of the system response, H(f) . This simulation method was also used

to evaluate the validity of the conlidence bands generated by the variance calculations

of Chapter 4 and the uncorrelated content estimates developed in Chapter 2. Both the

single and multiple spectral line simulations used the same simulated FRF measurement

technique, so that will be discussed first.

5.1 Simulating the FRF Measurement Process

Each spectral line was treated individually. Referring to Eqs. 2.9, the real and imaginary

parts of S(f), K(f), M(f), and N(f) were treated as independent random variables of

equal variance and generated using a zero—mean Gaussian random generator. The user

entered the real and imaginary part standard deviations 6,, 6,, 6,, , and 6,,. The raw

sample record auto spectra were found by Eq. 2.2. Because the random generation takes

place in the frequency domain and is not related to any particular record time length T,

this value may be chosen arbitrarily. To simplify computations a value of T= 2 was

‘ used in all simulations. Then, by Eqs. 2.2 and 2.24 we see that for say, S(f)

~ 26,, = E-[si + si] = si + si
(5.1)

E|:Gs.r] = 26.%

The user was also required to enter the ’true' system FRF that was to be ’measured',

H(f). To simplify calculations and interpretation of results, the
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amplilier/shaker/attachment~hardware system FRF, l“(f), was set to l"(f) = 1.0 —j 0.0

for all simulations. All other frequency-domain quantities were calculated by Eqs. 2.9.

An FRF measurement was simulated as follows: The real and imaginary parts of SU)

were generated with the Gaussian random generator. A raw sample of Ö„ was calculated

by Eq. 5.1 and stored for averaging with other raw samples. The random generator was

called again for sample values of the real and imaginary parts of I.{'(f), which were added

directly to S(/“) (since l'(/') is unity) to form Ü(f). Ä’(f) was obtained by adding the

random generated value 1VI(f) to Ü(f). The 'true' structure response was found by

V(/’) = Ü(f) H(f). The 'measurable’ quantity Y(f) was obtained by adding the generated

value of Äl(/‘) to the structure response. Raw sample values of Ö,,,, Ö„, Ö„, Ö„, and Ö„

were calculated by Eqs. 5.1 and 2.3 and stored for averaging. This process was repeated

n, times to obtain simulated values of Ö„, Ö„, Ö„, Ö„, Ö„, and Ö„ . From this data es-

timates of the system FRF, Ü(f) , could be found using the various FRF estimators.

5.2 Single Spectral Line Monte Carlo Simulations

The individual measurement simulations were repeated in order to obtain information

about the statistical distributions of various quantities. The majority of Monte Carlo

simulations were based on p= 3000 simulated measurements of n,= 50 samples per

measurement. The quantities which were evaluated in this marmer were:

Ö„, Ci,,,, Ö„, IÖ„l, IÖ,,I, IÖ,,I, I‘ÜI, I*I:II, I*I:II,§•§,,§»§,, and 9},,, as well as the real and

imaginary parts of the complex quantities =Äl, *11, 'LI, Ö„, Ö„, and Ö„.
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We will denote the value of any one of these quantities in a single simulated FRF

measurement by x. After each of' the simulated FRF measurements single and squared

values ofx were summed to form the quantities Ex and Ex'. At the end of'p repeated

simulations, estimates of the expected values and variances were found by the standard

statistical formulas

{ 12

2*2 {
§= l=¤l

P
_..........._ (5.2)

2
2,,2 -LZ2.,

sxp— 1

where E and S, are estimates of lt, and 6,, respectively. The full summation index no-

tation was only used once in Eq. 5.2 for brevity.

On many of the ofsimulation runs, values of'1€I„, Ü,, If] I , ÖR, Ö,, and I Öl were not only

summed, but stored as separate values. These separate values were sorted into

monotonic sequences for Normality testing and plotting approximate PDF plots in

histogram form. Because there were typically p = 3000 real values to be stored for a

single Normal test or PDF plot, only a limited number of quantities could be evaluated

in this manner for any one simulation run.
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5.3 Multiple Spectral Line FRF Measurement Simulations

Acceleration response equations were derived from the equations of motion for a two

degree-of-freedom discrete mass system. Using 'unitless' mass and stiffness values of 1.0,

and a viscous damping ratio (C) of0.0005, the response equation for the acceleration of

mass one to a force applied at mass one became

60 — 3.000160 + 1 — y(0.03t0 — 0.0260)

where 60 is the 'circular’ frequency given by t0 = 21:f . An upper range of 60 = 1.902 was

used. The
’true’

FRF at the k'* spectral line was generated by calculating

H,,(60) = H(k A60) where Aw = Thus, the actual discrete values of the
’true’

FRF

at any given region were dependent on the spacing of the spectral lines, Äwi That is, a

small change in k could cause the spectral line FRF value calculated at k A60 to move

closer or farther to/from a resonance peak. Typically, though, this FRF model provided

a dynamic range from resonance to anti~resonance of about 100 dB.

Once the ’true’ H,,(f) had been calculated for every spectral line, subsequent calculations

treated each line as an independent quantity. The user entered quantities 6,, 6,, a„, and

o„ were taken as constants over all spectral lines. This is a more severe test than would

normally be seen in an actual experimental FRF measurement, where only Us might be

considered constant. In a real system 6,,,,, G„„„, and G,,, are truly functions of frequency,

with only one or two terms being dominant at any particular frequency. For example,

G,„ would dominate at antiresonance, where the ’true’ system response output signal

would be very small. At resonance, G,,,, and G„„„ would likely have the greatest
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dominance. This could happen because the large structural response in this region might

cause the shaker to be ’overdriven’ resulting in loss ofcoherence between the source and

the other two ’measureable’ signals. Therefore, only one or two significant uncorrelated

content terms would need to be estimated at any given spectral line, instead of all three

as was done in these simulations.

Each run consisted of only one simulated FRF measurement, instead of the hundreds

or thousands made in the Monte Carlo simulations. The results of the simulated meas-

urement were in the form of plots of IÜI generated by the various FRF estimators

superimposed over the ’true' FRF. In this way the merits and biases of each of the es-

timators could be compared simultaneously. A benefit of using the simulated FRF

measurements is that for a real life structure the ’true' FRF is never known exactly, so

there is nothing with which to compare the measured estimates.

The single measurement simulations also allowed verification of the variance calcu-

lations for I=Ü I shown in Chapter 4. Using the ’measured’ values of the auto and cross

spectra, the variance was estirnated at each spectral line. The user entered the desired

width of the confidence bands in terms of number of standard deviations. For example,

if the confidence bands are placed at two standard deviations above and below the

’measured' value of Irfl I , one would expect that the 'true’ FRF would fall within these

bands with about 95% certainty. With these bands plotted over a large number of
I

spectral lines, one would expect to find the ’true' FRF within the confidence bands at

about 95% of the lines. This expectation is of course based on the assumption that the

variance estimator works equally well at each spectral line. This is not an assumption

that can be made easily, and will be discussed further in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Comparisons were also made between the true and estimated values of the uncorrelated

content auto spectra, using the relations developed in Chapter 2 for the estimates.
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Chapter 6 - Results of FRF Measurement

Simulations

This discussion will begin with a comparison of FRF estimates obtained with various

estimators Then Monte Carlo simulation results will be used to verify statistical calcu-

lations previously presented and show estimated probability density function (PDF)

plots. Simulations showing estimates of confidence bands on the I·I1I estimator will

be discussed. Results showing the strengths/weaknesses of the uncorrelated content es-

timators will be presented.

6.1 Comparison ofFRF Estimators

Figure 8 shows a comparison of three IH(f)I estimators: Iläl, I'}? I, and I=ÜI. The

estimates are based on n, = 200 sample records. The ’source' auto spectrum was set to
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G„ = 18.0 at all spectral lines. The uncorrelated content terms 6,,,, G„„„, and G,„„ were

all assigned nominal auto spectra of 2.0 at each spectral line (See Eq. 5.1).

The uncorrelated content term G,,„„ causes the I'IfII estimator to find values that are

consistently below the ’true’ FRF magnitude, IH(/‘)I . Similarly, G,,, causes the I*ÜI

estimator to find consistently high values. Only I·f1| fmds unbiased estimates of the

system FRF at all frequencies with uncorrelated content present at all locations. The

unbiased nature of I‘Ü
I is valid only for the real and imaginary parts, as the magnitude

bias effect will causes bias errors even with this estimator in anti—resonance regions.

Recall that these simulations do not attempt to include the effects of FFT leakage.
I

There is some speculation [7] that when leakage is present in an actual measurement, the

nominal high bias of I'}? I tends to cancel leakage effects and give the most accurate

estimates of the system FRF at resonance.

6.2 Monte Carlo Simulations _

Six representative sets of Monte Carlo simulation results (data sets A - F) are shown in

Tables 1 - 6. Below each simulation result there are one or two comparison values in

parentheses. Whether these comparison are
’true’

values or estimates depends on the

quantity, and will be made clear in example calculations. Those comparison values

marked witii an asterik (*) were obtained by numerical integration of Gaussian proba-

bility density functions (PDFs), as discussed in Chapter 4. FRF and cross spectrum

magnitudes marked with (##) are those which show a pronounced effect from the com-
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Table 1. Simulation Data Set A

FRF
-

0.0 + 0.0] 3000 Sing|e$ampl>Reeord Measurement;
G ¤ 18.0 G ¤ 2.0 G = 2.0 G ¤ 2.0

Estimateäs-Quantity Mealiik Variaiién Std Devfm SD of Mean
17.5659 318.7900 17.8547 0.3260

(18) (308.5608) (17.5659) (+1.332)
22.1703 488.8296 22.1095 0.4037

(22) (491.5222) (22.1703) (-0.422)

Gyy ' 1.9413 3.6419 1.9084 0.0348
(2) (3.7686) (1.9413) (+ 1.687)

CX: 17.8437 356.5526 18.8826 0.3447
(18) (353.9133) (18.8126) (+0.453)

-0.1110 34.0437 5.8347 0.1065
(0) (35.5280) (5.9605) (+ 1.042)

18.8604 353.2785 18.7957 0.3432
(17.8440) (389.4413) (19.7343) (-2.962)

Cy, -8.76815-03 16.5876 4.0728 0.0744
(0) (17.0469) (4.1288) (+ 0.118)

Qy: -0.0839 16.9272 4.1143 0.0751
(0) (17.0538) (4.1296) (+ 1.117)

4.5660 12.6669 3.5591 0.0650
(0.0844) (34.1007) (5.8396) (-68.95)

Cyx 3.08515-03 20.8964 4.5713 0.0835
(0) (21.5169) (4.6386) (-0.031)

Qyx -0.0729 21.4257 4.6288 0.0845
(0) (21.5223) (4.6392) (+ 0.863)

5.1555 15.7394 3.9673 0.0724
- (0.0730) (43.0392) (6.5604) (-70.20)

(0) (-0.319)

(0) (-0.097)”'0.4643 0.6988 0.8359 0.0153
(0.0040) (-30.08)

##~resu1tsshowingas¤·ongeffectfromu1emag11i¤1debias
· All t1u·ee FRF estimators are identical for single sample measurements
· Coherences not shown since all are unity for a singe sample measuremcnt
Seeexameintextfor lanationofcom 'sonvalues in ·= ntheses
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Table 2. Simulation Data Set B

FRF
• 0.0 + 0.0j 3000 Measurement: 50 Samples per Measurement

G I 18.0 G I 2.0 G I 2.0 G I 2.0
llstimated söuantity Men/fak VariaIIte'ä Std

Dgrn
SD of Mean

Gss 18.0763 6.7118 2.5907 0.0473
(18) (6.5350) (2.5564) (-1.613)

E 22.0684 9.7469 3.1220 0.0570
(22) (9.7403) (3.1209) (-1.200)

Gyy 0.0841 0.2900 5.2955-03
_ (0.0803) (0.2833) (-0.604)

Cm 18.0714 7.3587 2.7127 0.0495
(18) (7.2549) (2.6935) (-1.442)

-9.6275-04 0.6856 0.8280 0.0151
(0) (0.7234) (0.8505) ( +0.064)

18.0903 7.3598 2.7129 0.0495
(18.0714) (7.9783) (2.8246) (-0.382)
(18.0918 * (7.2386)* (2.6905)* (+ 0.030)*

yä. 0.8192 6.0985-04
(0.8182)(-1.640)

Cm. -5.8705-03 0.3688 0.6073 0.0111
(0) (0.3621) (0.6018) (+ 0.529)

Qm. -0.0121 0.3736 0.6112 0.0112
(0) ‘ (0.3621) (0.6018) (+ 1.080)

0.7604 0.1641 0.4051 7.3965-03
(0.0134) (0.7242) (0.8510) (-101.0)
(0.7394)* (0.1536)* (0.3920)* (-2.839)’

yäs 0.0205 3.9995-04 0.02w 3.6525-04
(0/0.02BIAS)(-56.1/-1 .37B1A$)

Cyx -4.5775-03 0.4495 0.6704 0.0122
(0) (0.4421) (0.6649) (+0.375)

Qyx -0.0147 0.4519 0.6722 0.0123
(0) (0.4421) (0.6649) (+ 1.195)

0.8337 0.2063 0.4541 8.2915-03
(0.0154) (0.8841) (0.9403) (-98.70)
0.8196)* (0.1876)* (0.4331)* (-1.701)*

ygx 0.0203 0.0204 3.7255-04
(0/0.02B1AS) (-54.S/-0.805B1AS)

-3.8385-04 9.4065-04 0.0307 5.6055-04
0)(+0.683)

111, -7.4345-04 0.090: 5.6235-04
(0)(+ 1.322)

”
0.0382 4.3325-04 0.0208 3.7985-04

(0) (7.0425-04) (0.0265) (-10).6)

(0)(+ 0.798)
CHI -7.5865-04 1.1845-03 0.0344 6.2815-04

(0)(+ 1.208)

I CH I 0.0426 5.2555-04 0.0229 4.181504
## (0) (-101.9)

(75-4)* (5.0625-04)* , (0.0225)* (-100.2)

-0.0426 22.7097 4.7655 0.0870
(0)(+0.499)

(0) (-0.256)

3.8759 48.6731 6.9766 0.1274
(0) (**0-47)

* - Quantities found by numerical integration method
## - results showing a strong effect from the magnitude bias
See = •• le in text for explanation of comparison values in parenthesee
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- Table 3. Simulation Data Set C

FRF
-

0.05 + 0.0lj 3000 Measurement: 50 Samples per Measurement
Gs I 18.0 Gkk = 2.0 Gmm I 2.0 Gm! I 2.0

Estimated Öuantity Mean Varianee Std Dev SD of Mean

18.0216 6.7114 2.5906 0.0473
(18) (6.4956) (2.5486) (-0.457)

22.0141 9.6604 3.1081 0.0567
(22) (9.6924) (3.1 133) (-0.249)

Gyy 2.0545 0.0830 0.2881 5.260E-03
(2.0520) (0.0844) (0.2906) (-0.475) -

Cxx 18.0140 7.3153 2.7047 0.0494
(18) (7.2123) (2.6856) (-0.283)

0.0148 0.7138 0.8449 0.0154
(0) (0.7223) (0.8499) (-0.961)

18.0337 7.3196 2.7055 0.0494
(18.0140) (7.9346) (2.8168) (-0.399)
(18.0345)* (7.1960)* (2.6825)* +0.016)*

)}_, 0.8186 6.1 161;-04@§ ....5.
C}.: 0.8803 0.3737 0.6113 0.0112

(0.900) (0.3776) (0.614 + 1.759)

Q}.: 0.1888 0.3834 0.6192 0.0113
(0.1 80) (0.3629) (0.6024) (-0.779)

1.1331 0.2837 0.5327 9.72615-03
(0.9003) (0.7405) (0.8605) (-23.94)
(1.1295)* (0.2752)* (0.5246)* (-0.370)*

7}; 0.0414 6.080B-04
(0.023/0.042B1AS) -30.6/+0.82B1AS)

· Cyx 0.9801 0.4552 0.6747 0.0123
(1 .00) 0.4614) (0.6793 (+ 1.618)

· Qyx 0.2072 0.4553 0.6748 0.0123
(0.20) (0.4431) (0.6657) -0.585)

IG 1 1.2518 0.3467 0.5888 0.0107
- (1.0016) (0.9045) (0.9511) (-23.36)

(1.2533)* (0.3375)* (0.5809)* (+ 0.140)*

(0.023/0.043B1AS) (-30.1/+ 2.6B1AS)

0.0445 5.550E-04äßIH]
9.27815-03 9.58215-04 5.660E-04

(0.01) +1.276)

0.057 6.895E-04 0.0263 4.802E-04
(0.051) (7.549E-04) (0.0274) (-12.70)
0.0489 6.135E-04

‘·’HI
0.0102 0.0347 6.335E-04
(0.01) . -0.316)
0.0631 8.373E-04 0.0289 5.276E-04

(0.051) (-22.93)
(0.050)* 8.585E-04)* (0.0293)* -24.83)*

1.3847 7.6766 2.7707 0.0506
(0.05) -26.38)

211, 0.2560 10.3743 0.0588
(0.01) -4.184)

2.3935 3.7820 0.0690
(0.051) (-33.95)

* - Quantities found by numerical integration method
## - results showing a strong effect [mm the magnitude bins
See example in text for explanation of com - 'sou values in parentheses
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Table 4. Simulation Data Set D

FRF
•

0.05 + 0.01j 3000 Measurement: 100 Samples per Measurement
G I 18.0 G I 2.0 G I 2.0 G I 2.0

Estimatedsöuantity Mealfrk Variaßczn Std Dev! SD of Mean
17.9812 3.1283 1.7687 0.0323
(18) (3.2332) 1.7981) (+0.582)

Gxx 21.9927 4.7813 2.1866 0.0399
22) (4.8368) (2.1993) (+0.183)

Gyy 2.0536 0.0411 0.2026 3.699E-03
(2.052) (0.0422) (0.2054) (-0.433)

CX: 17.9884 3.4847 1.8667 0.0341
(18) (3.5952) (1.8961) (+0.340)

0.0118 0.3524 0.5937 0.0I08
(0) (0.3594) (0.5995) (-1.093)

17.9982 3.4849 1.8668 0.0341
(17.9884) (3.9546) (1.9886) (-0.287)
(17.9985)* (3.5913)* (1.8951)* (+0.(X)9)

0.8187 4.181E-04
(0.8182) (-1.196)

Cy: 0.9052 0.1912 0.4372 7.982E-03
(0.9(IJ) (0.1886) (0.4342) -0.652)

Qy: 0.1870 0.1871 0.4325 7.896E-03
(0.180) (0.1807) (0.4251) (-0.887)
1.0331 0.1653 0.4066 7.424E-03

(0.9243) (0.3693) (0.6077) (-14.66)
(1.0303)* (0.1620)* (0.4025)* (-0.377)

ye;}. 0.0329 5.l48E~04 0.0227 4.144E-04
0.023/0.032BlAS) (-24.4/-1.2IBIAS

Cyx I.0023 0.2296 0.4792 8.749E-03
(1.00) (0.2306) (0.4802) (-0.263)

Qyx 0.2010 0.2337 0.4835 8.828E-03
(0.20) (0.2210) (0.4701) (-0.113)

IG I 1.1438 0.1999 0.4471 11.16:6-os
fly (1.0223) (0.4516) (0.6720) (-14.88)

(1.1395)* (0.1982)* (0.4452)* (-0.527)

yßx 0.0330 5.14015-04 0.0227 4.144E-04
(0.023/0.033B1AS) (-24.1/-0.97B1AS)

0.0456 4.554E-04 3.889E-04
(0.05) (+11.31)

111, 9.1461s0s 4.88115-04 4.035E-04
(0.01) (+2.116)

0.0521 3.944E-04 0.0199 3.633E-04
(0.0510) (3.977E-04) (0.0199) (-3.028)
0.0503 5.637E-04 0.0237 4.327E-04
(0.05) (-0.693)

CHI 0.0103 5.8535-04 4.41815-04
(0.01) (-0.679)

0.0575 4.83615-04 0.0220 4.01715-04
(0.0510) (-16.18)
0.0514)* (4.928E-04)* (0.0222)* (-1 5.18)

(0.05) (-65.06)Ei ‘··°*65
V ZH] 0.3222 2.7366 0.0302

(0.01) -10.34)

2.2579 2.9896 1.7291 0.0316
(0.0510) (-69.84)

* · Quantities found by numerical integration method
## - results showing a strong effect from the magniuide bias
See example in text for explanation of comparison values in parentheses
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Table 5. Simulation Data Set E

FRF
-

5.0 + 0.01j 3000 Measurement: 50 Samples per Measuremeuut
G ll 18.0 G s 2.0 G = 2.0 G = 2.0

11.¤1m•:«1 ‘1S¤•116¢y Mealäk v•-1«l1"é" sm nä? so 61 Mean17.9767 6.5423 2.5578 0.0467
(18) (6.4632) (2.5423) (+0.499)
21.9746 9.7578 3.1237 0.0570

G 5w.5980 5069.2090 71.1984 1.2999
W (502.002) (5011.967) (70.795) . (+ 1.080)

CX: 17.9732 7.2872 2.6995 0.0493
(18) (7.1807) (2.6797) (+0.544)-0.0147 0.7192 0.8481 0.0155
(0) (0.7196) (0.8485) (+ 0.948)

17.9932 7.2865 2.6994 0.0493(17.973) (7.9006) (2.8108) (-0.410)
(17.9937)* (7.1644)* (2.6766)* (+ 0.010)

(0.8181) (-0.493)
Cys 89.8085 172.7023 13.1416 0.2399

(90) (170.6463) (13.0632) (+ 0.798)
Qy). 0.1784 9.4348 3.0716 0.0561

0.18) (9.3356) (3.0554) ( +0.028)
IG. sl

‘ 89.8611 172.7219 13.1424 0.2399’
(89.8087) (179.9820) (13.4157) (-0.218)

· (89.861 * (170.4419)* (13.0553)* (+0.003)

yßs 0.8965 3.9895-04 0.0200 3.6525-04
(0.8964) (-0.274)

Cyx 99.7951 211.4586 14.5416 0.2655
(lm) (209.5945) (14.4774) (+ 0.772)

Qyx 0.2293 10.4633 3.2347 0.0591
(0.20) (10.4143) (3.2271) (-0.496)

I G),xl 99.8476 211.4912 14.5427 0.2655
(99.7954) (220.0088) (14.8326) (-0.197)
(99.9005)* (209.3674)* (14.4695)* (+ 0.199)

yßx 0.9056 3.1945-04 0.0179 3.2685-04
(0.9055) (-0.306)

0.1477 2.6975-03
( + 170.6)

IH] 0.0105 0.0220 2.706E-03
(0.010) (-0.18

4.5439 0.0218 0.1477 2.697E-03
(5.00001) (0.0215) (0.1468) (+ 169.1)

5.0)(+0.992)

(0.01 - .
4.9999 0.0294 0.1713 3.1285-03 „

(5.!XXX)1) (+0.035)
(5.0025)* (0.0292)* 0.1710)* (+ 0.831)

5.0160 2.967E-03Äß2H,
0.0117 0.0269 2.9945-03
(0.010) (-0.568)

(5.00001) (-6.298)

* - Quantities found by numerical integration method
See . .. le in text for explanation of comparison values in parentheses
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Table 6. Simulation Data Set F

FRF
•

125.0 + 25.0j 3000 Measurement: 50 SampI•s per Measurement
G I 18.0 G = 2.0 G = 2.0 G = 2.0

mamma äunnuq Mealäk v¤r1¤l1”cT sea nä" so of Mem17.9711 6.6228 2.5735 0.0470
(18) (6.4592) (2.5415) (+0.615)

Gxx 21.9754 9.7522 3.1229 0.0570
(22) (9.6584) (3.1078) (+0.432)

Gyy 324790.4 2.121E +09 46052.0 840.79
(325002.1) (2.110E + 09) (45932.6) (+0.252)

Cxl. 1 7.9726 7.2516 2.6929 0.0492
(18) (7.1794) (2.6794) ( + 0.557)

0.0102 0.6834 0.8267 0.0151
(0) (0.7191) (0.8480) (-0.675)

17.9915 7.2546 2.6934 0.0492
(17.9726) (7.8984) (2.8104) (-0.384)
(17.9931)* (7.1631)' (2.6764)* (+ 0.033)

( . 1 ) ( .6
C}., 2246.45 107759.9 328.268 5.9933

(2250) (106784.1) (326.778) (+0.592)

Qy: 452.743 10458.9 102.269 1.8672
(450) · (9952.7) (99.763) (-1.469)

IGy_,.l 2292.90 112351.1 335.188 6.1197
(2291.62) (116736.8) (341.668) (-0.209)
2292.93)* (1 10755.1)* (332.779)* (+0.005)

(0.9000) .
2496.99 131810.5 363.057 6.6285
(2500) (131203.5) (362.220) (+0.454)

Qyx 501.990 11389.99 106.724 1.9485
(500) (11544.51) (107.445) (-1.021)

löyxl 2548.17 136973.8 370.099 6.7571
(2546.95) (142748.0) (377.820) (-0.181)

_ (2548.25)* (136101.0)' (368.919)* (+0.012)

y2. . 0.9090 2.976E-04 0.0173 3.159E—04y' (0.9091) (+0.317)

(125)(+ 170.5)

IH] 22.843 13.1787 0.0663
(25)(+32.54)

115.960 13.4245 3.6639 0.0669
(127.476) (13.4615) (3.6690) (+ 172.1)
126.014 18.0410 4.2475 (oéogö
(125) .

18.1984 4.2660 (oiügä1 . - .
127.652)* (1 8.2955)* (4.2773)* (+0.886)

(1 . .

ZH] 25.1332 15.9983 3.9998 0.0730
(25) (-1.825)

(1 . - .:11:.
* · Quantities found by numerical integration method
See example in text for

·
lanation of comparison values in parentheses
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plex magnitude bias discussed in Chapter 3. Discussion of each set ofcalculations (auto

spectra, cross spectra, etc) will be given along with the example calculations.

All six sets of data had the same input values

Gs = 3-0

GK=GM=UN= 1-0

F = 1.0 — j0.0

which, from Eq. 5.1, lead to the nominal input auto spectral values

Gm. = 18.0

Gu = G„„,, = Gm, = 2.0

All runs consisted of p = 3000 measurements, where each measurement was based on

an average of rt, = 50 except for Table 4 (data set D), where n, = 100. The variable pa-

rameter used in these runs was the 'true' FRF, H(f). Values were chosen to represent

measurements from anti-resonance to resonance, with varying phase angles.

The first column of the tables lists the simulated measured quantities. The second col-

umn shows the mean of 3000 measurements, while the third and fourth columns show

the varian-:·: and standard deviation, respectively, of the 3000 measurements. The fifth

column shows the standard deviation of the mean, which is found by

standard deviation of mean = (6.1)
# ofmeasurements

A note on statistical tests: A statistical test generally begins with the designation ofa 'null

hypothesis', H,, and includes an altemate hypothesis, H, [27]. A ’test statistic' and 're-
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jection region' are also decided upon. The most convincing results arise when we have

strong evidence to reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternate hypothesis. An

example will clarify.

For our example test we wish to prove that a random sample x did not come from a

Normal population of mean lt, and variance 6*. We begin with the null hypothesis that

x did indeed come from this population, and then attempt to reject this hypothesis. Our
'

test statistic in this case is the standardized Normal variable z given by

Z = flß'- (6.2)

From tables of the standard Normal variable, we fmd that 95.4 percent ofvalues for our

null hypothesis distribution will fall within the range of u, — 26 to u, + 26. lfwe reject

the null hypothesis for values ofx which are more than 26 away from ir, (our 'rejection

region') there is a probability of 0.046 that we will be wrong. This value is our 'level of

significance', a. It is much more difficult to prove that a value did come from a given

population. The only result that can be shown here is that the values are
’not

signifl

icantly different'.

I
In the example above it was assumed that the value of 6 was known. If6 is not known

for a population of values, then the estimated value S, (Eq. 5.2) must be used, and the

appropriate test statistic is the ’Student t' distribution. The difference between the two

distributions is large when the number of samples used to measure S, is small, and the

distributions converge as the number of samples becomes large. At 50 samples the er-

rors of using the Normal distribution (instead of the 't’ distribution) are small, and be-

come nearly insignificant for over 100 samples.
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We now state some approxirnations which will be used throughout the following evalu-

ations.

1. The Normal distribution will be used. In the Monte Carlo simulations there are 3000

samples upon which to base S,. We may assume approximate Normality for all of the

means by the CLT, and with this many samples there is no discernible difference between

the Normal and
't’

distributions.

2. A level of signilicance of oz =0.05 will be used in the tests. This corresponds to

Izl
-

1.96 (two-sided test). We will round this to 2.0 in the discussions that follow.

6.2.1 Auto Spectrum Calculations and Results

For each 'measurement’, rr, raw values of the auto spectra, Ö,„ Ö,,, and Ö„ wege calcu-

lated using Eq 5.1 and averaged. The comparison values in parentheses below the sim-

ulation results in the second column are the expected values found by Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13.

T'he comparison values in the fifth column is the difference in standard deviations be-

tween expected and measured’ values. An example will illustrate.

Example I: From Eq. 2.12

E[Ö„]=¤E[Ö„]= G_„Il"I2+ 6,,,,+ 6„,,„

=··(l8)(1)2 + 2 + 2
= 22

which is the same for all six sets of data and is shown in parentheses directly below the

Monte Carlo 'measured’ values. Using Table 3 data and Eq. 2.13
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EIIÖ„] = E[Ö„] = |Hl°{G„lV|2 + 614.}+ GAA
= (0.052 + 0.0l2){(l8)(l)2 + 2} + 2
= 2.052

Using Eqs. 2.32, 2.34, and 2.35 and the data from Table 3

A 6;,
Vdf[G_“] = -7,7

_ (22.0141}*_
50 _

= 9.6924 = sg
S6 = 3.1133 ,

These values appear in parentheses below the Monte Carlo values in columns 3 and 4.

Note that the 'measured' value of Ö,,, was used in the variance calculation rather than
h

the expected value calculated above, because this expected value would not normally be

available when making variance estimates in a real life measurement situation.

The standard deviation in the fifth column indicates the spread of the estimate in the

second column. For the data ir1 Table 3

Std Dev of the Mean = Std Dev of Measurements
~/number of measurements

3.1081= —-—- = 0.0567
·~/ 3000

The comparison value in parentheses in the Fifth column of each auto spectral data set

shows the test statistic, z, found by taking the difference between the calculated expected

value and the Monte Carlo value and normalized by dividing by the standard deviation

of the mean
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_ E[Öxx] — Mean of Öx,
Z _

Std Dev of Mean

_ 22.0000 — 22.0141 =
_‘ 0.0567

°·2"’

The magnitude of z is much less than the rejection criterion of 2.0, so we conclude that

there are no significant statistical differences between the values. This concludes Ex-

ample 1.

Auto Spectrum Simulation Summary: All of the predicted and simulated auto spectral

values in the six data sets dilfer by less than two standard deviations. Therefore we may

conclude that the simulation results ’do not disagree' with the expectations given by Eqs.

2.12 and 2.13.: Referring to the simulated and predicted variances in column 3 for all

data sets, we see that these generally differ by 3 percent or less. This validates the auto
I

spectral variance estirnator of Eq 2.32 for raw samples (Table 1), and the variance re~

duction predicted by Eq. 2.34 (Tables 2 - 6).

6.2.2 Cross Spectrum Calculations and Results

Raw values of the cross spectra, Ö„, Ö,,, and Ö,, were calculated using Eq 2.3 and av-

eraged to form estimates of C, Q, and IÖI based on n,, raw samples. As before, 3000

of these estimates were averaged to obtain the values in colunm 2. The comparison

values in parentheses below the real and imaginary parts are calculated using Eqs. 2.13.

The cross spectral magnitudes have two rows of comparison values shown below them.

The first row uses the assumptions and equations of [23,section 9.1.1] in calculating the

expected value and variance of the magnitudes. The second row of comparison values
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is calculated using the numerical integration method of Chapter 4. Those cross spectral

magnitudes where these comparisons are significantly different (illustrating the magni-

tude bias effect) are marked with (##). Example calculations will illustrate.

Example 2: This example uses the calculations and results for G„ of Table 3 (data set

C). The expected values of the real and imaginary parts are found from Eqs. 2.13

Eläysl = E|I€'„Z| = G„{R¢(1“H)}
I

= (l8){Re[(1 —j0)(0.05 +)0.01)]} = 0.900

E[éy.l'] = E[Öys] ==

(18){Im[(1 —j0)(0.05 +j0.01)]} = 0.180

These expected values are shown in parentheses below the simulation results in the sec-

ond colurrm. Using the simulation values of Cy, , Q„ and Eqs 2.31 we find estimates of

the variance

A Var[C] 6 6 +6* -Q*
V„,.[C-Y:] = =2

2
=

(18.0216)(2.0545) + (0.8803) (0.1888)
= 0.3776(2)(50)

A vargé] GG +Q2—C2
V„[Qy:] = _7äf..=2

2
=

(18.0216)(2.0545) + (0.1888) (0.8803)
= 0.3629(2)(50)

These values are shown in parentheses below the corresponding simulation result values

in the third column, while the square roots of these are shown below the simulated val-

ues of standard deviation in the fourth coluxrm. The values in the fifth column are the

simulation standard deviations of the fourth column divided by the square root of 3000.
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_ The fifth column comparison values (in parentheses) for the real and imaginary parts

of 6,, are the test statistic for comparing the simulation and expected values. This cal-

culation is the same as that shown in Example 1.

The magnitude calculation of 6,, in Table 3 shows the magnitude bias effect. The first

line of' comparison values below the Monte Carlo results show the 'standard’ method

of calculating the magnitude and variance of the cross spectrum, given in Bendat [23,

chapter 9]. Using the 'measured' estimates (mean values) of C, and Q, we would cal-

culate the magnitude to be '

„ / 2 2

2 x/0.88031 + 0.18882 = 0.9003

From the fifth column, we see that the Monte Carlo result of 1.331 yields a test statistic

of z 2 — 24, indicating that the two values are clearly different. Using the method of

Bendat [23, section 9.1.1] to calculate the variance

A
A 6,,6,,,,

. Var[|6,,|]=—T .
·

=
(l8.0216)(2.0545)

= 0,7405
50

Referring to either the comparison values in the table or the equations in Bendat we fmd

that the variance of the magnitude is given as the sum of the vaxiances of Ö, and Q,.

Comparing the Monte Carlo variance, we see that it is less than either of these variances.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the equations presented by Bendat are overestimates of vari-

ance.
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The second line of comparison values, which are marked with an asterik (*), show the

results of the numerical integration method discussed in Chapter 4. Referring to Eq.

3.30 we assign the values and variables

ux = Mean of 6},, = 0.8803

ay = Mean of éy,. = 0.1888

C}., —» x
A

Qys “'.V

Std Dev of Cy, —> ax (Eqs. 2.31, 2.34 & 2.35)

Std Dev ofÖ}., -» ay (Eqs. 2.31, 2.34 & 2.35)
"ö„é„ " "¤

The correlation coeflicient is calculated from Eq. 2.39

A A

A A — 2Cy.\'Qy.\'

p°»·Q>·— /^ ^ 1 ^1 ^1 1
(GIS

— —0.

803 0.1888
= 2 ()_()()9()

«/((18.0216)(2.0545))2 —- ((0.8803)2 -(0.1888)*)*

These values were used in the integration described i11 Section 4.2.1 to obtain the second

row of comparison values. Comparing the expected magnitude from the numerical in-

tegration with the Monte Carlo result

1.1295 -1.1331 _ _
9.726E- 03

— 0370

While the ’true' (based on system parameters) magnitude calculated above (0.9003) was

nearly 24 standard deviations lower than the Monte Carlo result (z 2 -24), we see that

the numerical integration magnitude prediction (which includes the magnitude bias ef-
8
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fect) results in z 2 -0.4 when attempting to predict the Monte Carlo result. And com-

paring variances we see that the variance predicted by the numerical integration is within

3 percent of the Monte Carlo variance, while the method of Bendat predicts a variance

that is 261 percent above. This concludes Example 2.

Cross Spectrum Simulation Summary: The Monte Carlo simulations verified the expec-

tations for the real and imaginary parts of a cross spectrum given in Eqs. 2.13. In ad-

dition, the variance estimates given by Bendat [23] for the real and imaginary parts of

the cross spectrum were confirmed. An example was discussed where the magnitude and

variance of the cross spectrum differed significantly from the estimates used by Bendat,

but were accurately predicted using the numerical integration method. It should be

noted that the differences are not always as distinct as in Example 2. The magnitude

bias tends to have more of' an effect when the cross spectra tend to be relatively small,

such as at anti-resonance, than they do with large signals. Referring to Tables 1 through

4 we find that the two estimates of the cross spectral magnitudes (for either IÖ,,I or

I Ö„I ) show significant magnitude bias effects, while the estimates in Tables 5 and 6 are

not significantly different. But most important, we find that the numerical integration

method always does a better job of predicting the variance of' the magnitude.

6.2.3 Coherence Calculations and Results

Afier each ’measurement’, the ordinary coherences 9*,,,, 9;, and 9}, were calculated by Eq.

2.14. The Monte Carlo results show the average, variance, and standard deviations of
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these measuremcnts. Only two comparison values are shown. One is the predicted value

of the coherence calculated using one of Eqs. 2.15, and the other is the difference in

standard deviations between the predicted value and the Monte Carlo result. Note that

Table 1 does not show coherence values. Since this table consists of one sample record

per measurement, all values of coherence are unity. Tables 2 through 4 show two com-

parison values for each Monte Carlo result, one ofwhich includes a correction for a bias

error inherent in coherence estimations.

This bias error is caused by having only a finite sample size in the estimation of the co-

herence via Eq. 2.14. Remember that the estimated coherence of a single measurement

ofeven uncorrelated data is unity. This bias error also has a larger effect for small values

of coherence. This bias error is derived by Carter [28] but may be found in Bendat

[23,section 9.2.3] to be

bfi;] g al;-(1 — iif (6.3)

These calcuations are shown in an example.

Example 3: The estimate of ij, in Table 3 using Eq. 2.15b is computed as

, 6,,|r11|“’v= = ’FlT'“"'T“""
6„|rH| + 6,„„|H| + 6,,,,

(l8)((0.05)2 + (0.0l)2) _ 0 023
(18)((0.05)2 + (0.0l)2) + (2)((O.05)2 + (0.0l)2) + (2)

which is the first comparison value shown beneath the Monte Carlo result in column

two. From the first comparison value in column five we see that the Monte Carlo value
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is over 30 standard deviations above the predicted value. However, let us now add the

bias calculated by Eq. 6.3 (using the prediczed value of the coherence)

„ 0.023 + bias = 0.023 + $1 - 0.023)2 = 0.042

which is within a standard deviation of the Monte Carlo value. This ends Example 3.

Colwrencc Simulation Summary: Equations 2.15 accurately predict measured values of

the coherence when the fmite sample size bias error given by Eq. 6.3 has been added.

6.2.4 Frequency Response Function Calculations and Results

The Monte Carlo simulations gathered statistical data on three FRF estimators,

*1}, ‘Ü,
and *1EI. Monte Carlo statistical estimates were gathered for the magnitudes and

real and imaginary parts of each estimator. Below each value in parentheses is the true

value of each quantity. When single sample measurements are made, all three FRF es-

timators find the same IH(f)I values and have the same variance. All coherences are

unity. This is consistent with the concept that the coherence function converges towards

the true value from above. lt is only through the process of averaging a number of

sample records that the various FRF estimators converge to their respective values.

Because Table 1 contains the results of simulated single sample measurements, only one

set of estimated FRF values are shown.
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The rest of this discussion will focus on the other five tables of data, which more realis-

tically model a real measurement process. Comparison values of the complex magnizude

variance are shown in the tables for I=Ü I and I‘1€I I . The magnitude variance of I‘Ü
I

was calculated using the numerical integration method of Chapter 4, while the magni-

tude variance of
I‘Ü

I was found using the relation given by [23, section 9.2.4]. No in-

dividual FRF real and imaginary component variance comparison calculations are

shown, because none are known to exist. No variance comparison values are shown for

the PF! I estirnator for the same reason.

6.2.4.1 Bias and Variance in the FRF Real and Imaginary Components
i

We begin with the real and parts of each of the FRF estimators. Except for

Table 2 (Data set B) which simulates a zero IH(f)I anti·resonance, we can see a defmite

low bias in the
‘fI

estirnator. Because the estimated value of H(f) at anti-resonance

cannot go below the
’true’

value of zero, no ‘ItI bias shows up in Table 2. Since all of

the non·zero FRF data sets have H(/') with a larger real than imaginary part, the ‘Ü(f)

bias error shows more clearly on the real parts. From Tables 3 through 6 we see that

this bias results in estimates ofthe real part which are from 10 to 170 standard deviations

below the true value (z g 10 to 170) (Note that in column 5 these show as positive val-

ues, since the true value comparison is higher than the estimate). Remember that the

simulations do not accurately model a real life measurement situation in all regions. For

example, the bias error of ‘IiV(f) results from uncorrelated content in the measurement

of the force, X(f). While the uncorrelatedncontent in the force measurement may be high

at resonance, it is believed to be minimized at anti-resonance. These sirnulations only

demonstrate that there is a bias error if there is uncorrelated content in the force meas-

urcmcut.
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The *1€I(f) estirnator on the other hand shows a consistently high bias except near reso-

nance. Although the response-measurement-uncorrelated·content auto spectrum is the

same for all the simulations, its overall effect becomes smaller as the magnitude of the

system FRF increases. The real and imaginary *11 estimates in Table 6 are slightly high,
i

but this bias error is not statistically significant with z values of -0.4 and -1.8. As the

size of the FRF goes down however, the bias increases to five standard deviations in

Table 5 and 65 in Table 4. In Tables 2 and 3 there are apparent decreases in the bias

error in the real and imaginary parts. Closer inspection reveals that the bias error is

being
’lost’

because the variance is becoming very large near anti-resonance. With the

G„ cross spectrum (which is approaching zero for small IH(f)I) in the denominator,

*11 can become numerically unstable at anti-resonance. In Table 2 we see the variances

of the real and imaginary parts of *1EI are over 20, while the real and imaginary parts of

*11 and
*1,-1

have variances on the order of 1 xl0·*. lt is this large variance which masks

the bias error at anti-resonance.

Only *11 consistently finds unbiased estimates of the real and imaginary parts of H(/‘).

In Tables 2 through 6 every estimate is within two standard deviations of the true value

(IzI < 2.0). This has come at the cost of a slight increase in variance however. In Ta-

bles 2 through 4 we find the component variance of *11 to be about 22 percent higher

than for
‘Ü.

In Tables 5 and 6 this increases to about 35 percent.

As we have already seen, the variance at anti-resonance is very large for the *11 estima-

tor. The variance decreases however, as the FRF magnitude increases. In Tables 5 and

6 we see that for estimates of the real, imaginary, or magnitude of *11 the variance has

fallen to between that of
‘fI

and *1*1.

U
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It was stated in Chapter 3 that the variance of the real and imaginary parts of the FRF

estimators are equal. We can verify this by using a variance comparison test based on

the F distribution. The test statistic is the ratio of the two sample variances being

compared. For a two-sided test with oz = 0.05 and the ’degrees~of¥freedom’ for both the

numerator and denominator being 2999, we find the acceptance region to be

0.9328 S
ä

S 1.072. Because the degrees-oflfreedom are equal for both variances, we

may choose to pick the larger of any two being compared for the numerator, thereby

concerning ourselves with only the upper test value. The real and imaginary part vari-

ance ratios for *1:1 and *11 in Tables 2 through 6 range from 1.01 to 1.072. We conclude,

therefore, that the variances of the real and imaginary parts of these estimators are not

— significantly different. The similarity of component variances also holds for *1:1 in re-

gions away from anti-resonance, such as shown in Tables 5 and 6 where both test values

are less than 1.02. (The similar variance test fails for *11 in the remaining tables).

The majority of F-statistic tabulations do not list values for large 'degrees·of·freedom’

tests. The test values for the above test were found by an equation given in [29].

FRF real und imaginarypart summary: The *11 calculation fmds estimates of the real and

imaginary parts of the system FRF which are biased low when there is uncorrelated

content present in the force measurement. The *1:1 calculation results in high component

estimates when there is uncorrelated content present in the response measurement. The

*11 method finds unbiased component estimates with uncorrelated content present at ei-

ther or both locations, but does so at the cost of slightly higher variance than *11. The

variances of the real and imaginary parts ofall ofthe FRF estimators may be considered

equal, except for estimates made near anti·resonance with *11.
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6.2.4.2 Bias and Variance ür the FRF Magnitude Estimation —

In Chapter 3 it was discussed that the degree of the magnitude bias error is partly a

function of the variance of the real and imaginary components. Ifwe could obtain zero

variance component measurements, then we would have an exact and unbiased value for

the magnitude. Reducing the variance of the component estimates not only reduces the

variance of the magnitude estimate, but also reduces the bias error. With this in mind

we retum to Table 1. We see that although the single sample estimates of the real and

imaginary parts are unbiased for the zero true value FRF, their variance is high and the

estimated magnitude is 30 standard deviations high. The estimates ofTable 2 are based

on 50 sample records each. The variance and magnitude bias for all but *1:1 have been

greatly recuced. When looking at the magnitude bias in these tables care should be

taken to look at the numerical values of the magnitude and not the comparison value in

standard deviations in the {111.11 column. The estimated magnitudes of the zero-true-

value FRF from *151 and =FI have decreased by about ten-fold from Table l to Table 2.

Ifwe look at the bias in terms of standard deviations however, there appears to be an

increase from a 30 standard deviation bias in Table l to a 100 standard deviation bias

in Table 2. What has occurred is that the variance has decreased more rapidly than the

bias error.

Tables 3 and 4 show sirnulated results of 50 and 100 sample measurements, respectively,

of the same system FRF. From the CLT and Eq. 2.34 we would expect to the variance

of the FRF estimates in Table 4 to be half that of the Table 3 variances. For the real

and imaginary parts of ‘F1 and *1tI we find this confirmed to within a few percent. The

variances of the magnitude do not appear to follow this trend, however, with reductions
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of only about 40 percent for twice the number of samples. That is because the magni-

tude variance is afuncxion of the component variances.

Because the ’special case' of Chapter 3 (equal variance but uncorrelated real and imagi-

nary parts) applies to all of the FRF estimators (except $1} near anti-resonance), we will

pause and verify the bias and variance figures presented there.

Example 4: We will use the ·11 estimator data from Table 3 for finding the average

variance for the real and imaginary parts

average variance = = I. 165E — 03
dm.: = 0.0341 ·

Using the
’true’

magnitude of the FRF for IZI in Fig. 3

|zI = IHI = «/0.06* + 0.012 = 0.0510
6 0.0341 _

IZI 0.051 -0.669

From Fig. 3 we find °

2
**121
T

·=Usingthe average component variance we can predict the magnitude variance as

(l.l65E — 03)(0.73) = 8.504E — 04
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which is within two percent of the Monte Carlo value of 8.373E·04. Figures 5 and 6 use

the expected biased magnitude to find variance and bias. Using the Monte Carlo value

as the expected magnitude we get

6 _ 0.0341 =
I él Ex 0.0631 054 ,

P

From Fig. 5 we fmd .

6 A
lzl

_„
= 0.86

and from Fig. 6 we find

Ä;0.80

Using the average component standard deviation, 6,,*, we can predict the standard de-

viation of the magnitude

6„„g„,„„„(predicted) = (0.86)(0.034l) = 0.029

which is within one precent of the Monte Carlo value of 0.0289. We now predict the

true magnitude from the Monte Carlo magnitude

I z|(prea1ct«1) = (0.063l)(0.80) = 0.0505

where we find the predicted magnitude to be within one percent ofthe actual magnitude.

Because in an FRF measurement we have currently only developed estimates for the

magnitude variance, it is of little use to predict biases and variances using the component
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variance. Figure 6 uses estimates of the magnitude standard deviation with the expected

biased magnitude to correct for the magnitude bias.

6 A
Izn 0.0289 0.46

I ZI Exp 0.0631

which gives us, from Fig. 7

2 () 79
nä: E.,

which is the same value which was just found from Fig. 6 This concludes Example 4.

Let us review. Besides the obvious verification of Figs. 3 through 7, we have seen that

the variance reduction does not follow the relation shown in Eq. 2.34 (i.e., doubling the

number of samples does not halve the variance of the magnitude). Now, Eq. 2.34 does

apply to the real and imaginary parts of the FRF estimator, because the expectations of

these estimates are the same whether we take one or many samples. Increasing the

number of samples has no effect other than to reduce the variance of the estimate about

the expectation. But when we consider the estirnated magnitude of the FRF, we find that

the expectation of the magnitude changes with the number ofsamples averaged. Since the

variance is a function of expectation of the magnitude as well as the number of samples

averaged, n„, it becomes obvious that the uchange in variance cannot be described solely

as a function of the number of averages.

Before continuing this discussion, a clarification on the application ofthe CLT is needed.

According to the CLT, a sum of samples from most distributions tends toward a Normal

distribution as the number of samples in the sum increases (an average is just a sum di-
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vided by a constant). The variance of the sum is the variance of the samples divided by

the number of samples in the sum. While the CLT cannot be used to justify Normality

for averaged estimates of the magnitude, we find that for most cases the magnitudes

follow a Normal distribution (we will see in the PDF discussion that this does not hold

near anti-resonance). A difficulty arises in that the variance of the magnitude estimates

(even with the assumption of Normality) do not follow the relation of Eq. 2.34. That

is, if we know the variance of the magnitude for a given number of samples, and then
n

-
double the number of samples, we do not necessarily fmd that the variance of the mag-

nitude estimate has been halved.

We return to the discussion at hand. The situation we hope to achieve is that, given an

FRF measurement and variance estimate based on rz, samples, we would be able to

predict how many more samples would be needed to reduce the variance to a desired

level. Because, as shown in Example 4, the magnitude variance reduction is not a readily

defmed function of tl1e number of samples averaged (as it would be if the CLT variance

assumption applied), we might expect some difficulty in this. However, for most ranges

„ of interest it tums out not to be a problem. From Fig. 3 we find that when the true

value of the FRF is greater than about five standard deviations of the component vari-

ance (ü?$0.2), that the component and magnitude variances are nearly identical.

Since the CLT does apply to the component variances when the FRF magnitude is

larger than about 5 standard deviations (of either the magnitude or components), the

components and magnitude have approximately the same variance, and the CLT vari-

ance reduction assumption does apply.

A general observation is that any time there is a magnitude bias effect (whether or not

the ’special case' above applies), the magnitude variance may not follow the CLT as-
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‘ sumption. This effect can also be seen in the cross spectra G„ and G„ of' Tables 3 and

4. The real and imaginary part variances are halved with double the averaged samples,

while the magnitude variance reduction is substantially less.

We will now investigate the effect of" the magnitude bias on the various FRF estimators.

In Tables l - 4 we f°md that all of the estimated magnitudes are high, even the I'}? I es-

tirnate! This is, ofcourse, contrary to the popular notion of I'?} I begin a lower bound

estimator. While the real and imaginary parts of" 'Ü show a definite low bias in Tables

3 and 4, we see that the magnitude bias effect has produced magnitude estimates which

are high. Because the other estimators produce magnitude estimates which are even

higher, we f'md here that I'}? I is the best estimator near anti-resonance, even with un-

correlated content and magnitude bias affecting the estimate. This generalization may

not hold for all cases. In this case the uncorrelated content causes the real and imagi-

nary parts of' I'I:I I to be low, but this effect is opposed by the magnitude bias effect.

Increasing the number of' samples will decrease the magnitude bias effect, as will de-
I

creasing the uncorrelated content.

In Table 5 we find that the larger FRF has reduced the magnitude bias effect, and the '

inherent low bias of' I'}t} I shows in the magnitude as well as the real and the imaginary

parts. I‘I:I I produces the best (and only unbiased) magnitude estimate, while I'}? I

produces a high estimate. In the resonance simulation of Table 6 we find that I'}? I is

decidedly low, while both I·I? I and I'}? I produce nearly identical estimates. Because

the variance of' I'}? I is slightly lower than that of I=fI I , it might be considered the

better estimator at resonance.
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Summary ofBias and Variance in FRF Magnitude Estimation: The magnitude bias affect

is largest near anti·resonance or anytime that the magnitude of an estimate is within

about five standard deviations of that magnitude from zero. In this region the variance

as a functien of the number of samples averaged does not follow the CLT assumption.

Figures 3 and 7 were compared with the Monte Carlo results for the FRF estimators and

found to be in good agreement. The magnitude bias tended to cancel the low bias of

I near anti-resonance and made this the preferred estimator in this region. I'}? I

produces low-bias estimates any time that the magnitude bias is not strong (i.e., away

from anti-resonance). I'}? I produces good estimates at resonance, and has a slightly

lower variance than I*IjI I in that region, but does very poorly at anti-resonance.

6.2.4.3 Estimatcs ofFRF Variance

There is no current known estimator for the variance of I=1€II , though Abom [22] makes

some generalizations. I=I:I I variance can be found using the methods of Chapter 4, as

well as an estimate of the magnitude bias. An estimate of I'1:II variance can be found

in [23, section 9.2] as

Var[I I
‘ÜI

I] (6.4)
zyyxnd

We begin with I=Ü I variance, using the numerical integration method ofChapter 4. The

variances for I*Ü I are shown ill Tables 2 through 6 below the Monte Carlo variances,

and marked with (*). We find that the maximum difference between the Monte Carlo

variances and the numerical integration estimate shown in Table 2 is less than 4 percent.

We will find later in this chapter that the zero FRF of Table 2 causes IG„I not to be
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Normally distributed. Although the numerical integration based variance estimation of

I=l:I I is based on the assumption of a Normal distribution for IG„I , we find that it still

gives good estimates of the variance even when this assumption has been violated. As the

IG,,I distribution becomes more Normal, we fmd the error to decrease even more. ln

Table 3 the numerical variance estimate is about 2.5 percent high, and less than 2 per-

cent high in Table 4. In Tables 5 and 6 this error has dropped to less than 1 percent.

We will show some sample variance calculations with the I‘I:I I estimator of Eq. 6.4 to

show an interesting effect.

Example 5:
I
Using the data from Table 3, we will form two estimates of the variance

using Eq. 6.4. The first estimate will use the ’true’ (unbiased) values of I'!} I and y},.

The second estimate will be made with the biased Monte Carlo results. For the firstestimate ‘
l_ 2 I HI2v„t 1 IFII 1 e(1

— 0.0230)(0.052 + 0.012)
I. 104E- 03

2(0.0230)(50)

which is 60 percent above the Monte Carlo value of 6.895E-04. Now we repeat this
I

calculation with the biased estimates of the magnitude and coherence

I A __ (l - 0.04l4)(0.057)2
VWEI I HI I]:

2(0.04l4)(50)
a 7.523E — 04

which is less than 10 percent above the Monte Carlo variance. Because it was found that

the 'biased’ values of magnitude and coherence consistently gave better results in Eq.
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6.4 than the 'true’ values, the biased values were used to calculate the comparison
I‘I:I

I

variances. This concludes Example 5.

Comparing variance estimates in the tables, we see that the I‘1€II variance estimates

have significant error in the anti-resonance region. In Table 2 (which models a zero

FRF) we find the variance estimate to be over 60 percent above the Monte Carlo result.

It is interesting to note that with a zero FRF the 'true’ coherence is zero and Eq. 6.4 is

indeterminate (0/0), leaving only the biased estimates that can produce a numerical sol-

ution. The variance estimate error drops rapidly away from anti-resonance, and is under

1.5 percent in Tables 4 - 6.

Some sample calculations using the variance estimate of Eq. 4.7 for the variance of

I‘I:I I will now be made to illustrate the numerical difficulties with this method.

Example 6: Using the data of Table 5 we calculate the covariance using Eqs. 2.47 and

4.8

le l le l + G nä l

ä = 34.118
2(50)

From Eq. 4.7

C,. Var(IG,,,|) + l°1III’Var(IG,„I) —2I°ÜICov(IGC„I, IG„l)
Var(I HéIG„l

72.7219 25 7.2865 - 2 5 34.118g 1 +( )( )2 ( )( ) :03423
(17.9932)
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which is over 40 percent above the Monte Carlo value of 0.0294. For illustration of

computational sensitivity, we will arbitrarily increase the covariance estimate by 5 per-

cent to 35.824

Varncül) g 172.7219 + (25)(7.2865)2— 2(5)(35.824) = -0.0104
(17.9932)

where we see that this 5 percent change in covariance has taken us from a 40 percent

high estimate to a negative estimate! Indeed, further calculations would show that only

a 1.2 percent correction in the covariance would be needed to obtain the Monte Carlo

result. Consider also that we used actual values of variance for the magnitudes of the

cross spectra, and our ’measured’ values of auto and cross spectra were based on

(n,)(p) = 150,000 samples. ln an actual measurement we would not be able to get accu-

rate estimates of the cross spectral variances without numerical integration. Moreover,

the cross spectral magnitudes used in the covariance would have a lot higher variance

than those estimates used in this example. This concludes Example 6.

Summary ofFRF Variauce Estimution: The numerical integration method of Chapter 4

gives very good estimates of the variance of I=I:I I , even at anti-resonance where some

of the method assumptions are violated. The variance estimate given by [23] for Ill:] I

performs well away from anti-resonance regions, as long as biased estimates of the sys-

tßm FRF and coherence are used instead of the
’true’

values. The computational insta-

bility of the closed-form I‘Ü
I variance estirnator of Eq. 4.7 was also shown.
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Table 7. Uncorrelated Content Estimates

Nominal Values: G,,,, = 2 G,,„„ = 2 G,„ = 2

Data Set
Quantity B C D E F

6,,, 2.622 2.037 1.899 2.002 2.001
Ö„„„ 1.380 1.970 2.098 2.003 2.003
62,, 0.0203 0.0414 0.0330 0.9056 0.909062 0.0205 0.0414 0.0329 0.8965 0.9000
ö. 2-002 2-004 22-76
0 2-002 2-022 EEIEELI 224700
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6.2.5 Unconelated Content Estimates

The relations developed in Section 2.2.4 were used to fmd estimates of the uncorelated

content. These are shown in Table 7. While the
’true’

values of G„,, G,,„„, and G,„ where

not measured, we may use Eqs. 2.32 and 2.34 to find a probable range of values. Re-

calling that the mean values in Tables 2 through 6 are based on 3,000 sets of 50 or 100

samples, we use n,= (50)(3000) = 150,000 in Eq. 2.34 for all but data set D where

rt, = (100)(30()0) = 300,000. We then find that 36 confidence bands (99 percent proba-

bility) are within the range 1.98 to 2.02 for a nominal value of 2.

We fmd that the estimates Ö,,, and Ö,„„ in Data Sets B through D fall outside of this

range by varying degrees. Recall that the FRF's modeled by these Data Sets represent

anti~resonance regions. From Eqs. 2.17 and 2.20 we see that these uncorrelated content

estimates contain ratios of the coherences yj, and yj,. Reference to Tables 2 through 4

shows numerical values for these coherences in the range of 0.02 to 0.04. Because these

values tend towards zero at anti—resonance, their ratio in the uncorrelated content esti-

mates is approaching a (0/0) indeterminate form. This can cause large computational

variations with small changes in either coherence estimate. We conclude, therefore, that

the estimates of G„ and G,,„,, do not do well at anti-resonance. On the other hand, these

estimates are well within the 99 percent confidence range for Data Sets E and F where

larger FRF
’s

and, therefore, usually larger coherences are modeled.

The estimates of uncorrelated content in the response measurement (G,,,) are found to

be well within the range of expected values for Data Sets B through D, but are well

outside of the range for Sets E and F. In fact, for Data Set F, we fmd an estimate of

38.76 for an anticipated value of 21 This apparently gross error becomes less so, de-
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pending on the method of normalization. In terms of the ’true' value of G,„ we are in

error_ by nearly 2,000 percent. On the other hand, ifwe look at the error in terms of the

size of the total response signal (G„ = 324,790), we fmd that the error is on the order of

0.01 percent ofthe total signal. What we leam from this is that there is a limit as to how

small a signal we may detect within 'computational noise'. Considering the large num-

ber of averages used in these estimates, it is probable that in a real-life measurement we

will not be able to detect uncorrelated content accurately that is less than about one

percent of the signal which contains it.
U

Each of the uncorrelated content estimators has computational problems in certain re-

gions of an FRF. The G,,,, and G„„„ estimators do poorly at anti-resonance, while the

G,,, estirnator has difficulty discriminating small signals at resonance. If] however, we

consider the need for these estimates at various regions of the FRF, we find that these

weaknesses are not severe limitations. At resonance we typically fmd the structure

undergoing large amplitude oscillations. This can cause feedback into the force meas-

urement and shaker amplification systems, causing the uncorrelated content terms at

these locations to become large. But it is precisely in large response signal regions that

these uncorrelated content estimators work well. Although the response measurement

uncorrelated content estimator does not work well at resonance, we fmd that the large

response signal tends to minimize the computational effects of uncorrelated content in

the response signal. Its estimate is, therefore, not as important.

At anti-resonance we find the situation reversed. Because the response signal is very

small, we fmd that output noise can dominate this signal. The stuctural undergoes only

very small amplitude motion, minimizing the feedback effect in the force measurement

and shaker amplification systems. This results in strong force measurement signals.
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While the estimators of the uncorrelated content in the shaker system and force meas- ‘

urement are weak here, these noise values are typically low with respect to the force

signal and of little concem. The dominant uncorrelated content term is that in the re-

· sponse measurement. We are able to obtain accurate estimates under these conditions.

We conclude, therefore, that although none of the uncorrelated content estimators

works well at all regions of a FRF, they each work well in regions where that particular

term dominates measurement errors.

6.3 Probability Density Function (PDF) Results From the

Simulations

Certain quantities in the simulations were selected for investigation of the distribution

functions. For the simulations of Tables l · 6 these quantities were the real parts, im-

aginary parts and magnitudes of Ö„ and ·=FI . Each simulated measurement of these

quantities was stored as a separate value. These values were then sorted into monotonic

sequences for Normality testing and approximtate PDF plots. Every test and plot dis-

cussed here based on p= 3000 individual measurements. The six tables already pre-

sented are labeled in terms of ’Data Sets A - F' and this designation will be used with

the tigures so that easy cross reference may be made.

The Kolmogorov ('D') and Kuiper
(’V’)

empirical distribution function (EDF) statistics

were used for Normalcy testing. Both are based on the same core calculations and are

discussed by Stephens [30]. Because the results were the same with both statistics (ac-
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cept or reject a given data set) only one will be used in the disucssion. Some levels of

signiiicance for the
’D’

statistic are: daß = 0.775; a„_„, = 0.819 ; dom = 0.895; and

um = 1.035 . As before, we will use crm. Then we accept as being Normal data sets

whose
’D’

values are less than 0.895 and reject Normality for those greater.

Before we investigate results, a check of the Gaussian random number generator is

needed. Figure 9 shows the distribution of a set of 3000 generated values. The Normal

distribution curve plotted over the histogram is based on the statistical estimates

7 and S, given by Eq. 5.2. The range of the abscissa for all plots is the range of values

that are to be plotted. For this plot the generator was set to the standardized normal

values of zero mean and unit variance. The sample mean for Fig. 9 is -7.5E-03 and the

sample standard deviation is 1.0 (at 2 signilicant tigures). The range ofvalues of the
’D’

statistic in nine separate tests of 3000 samples each was 0.44 to 0.71. These are all less

than the critical value of 0.895, so we accept that the number generator is ’not signif-

icantly non-Normal'.

6.3.1 Cross Spectrum Probability Distributious

We begin with the Ö,, cross spectral distributions. The cross spectra used in the three-

channel FRF estimation process are Ö„ and Ö,,, but the statistical behavior of all cross

spectra is the same. The Ö,, cross spectrum is used in this discussion because it is the

most familiar one in two-channel FRF estimations. The distributions of the real and

imaginary cross spectrum parts for single sample measurements are shown in Figs. 10

and ll. We can see that the histogram distributions do not coincide with the Gaussian

PDF. The
’D’

statistics are 3.09 and 3.45, respectively, for the real and imaginary parts.
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If the real and imaginary parts were Normal, the magnitude would follow the Rayleigh

distribution, because the zero FRF of Data set A causes the real and imaginary parts to

be zero mean. From Fig. 12 we see that no statistical test is needed to verify that the

Rayleigh distribution does not describe the magnitude distribution.

Data set B is of particular interest because it models the example of the magnitude bias

discussed in Section 3.1. We have the same zero value FRF of Data set A, but the

measurements are each based on fifty raw samples. By the CLT we would expect that

the real and imaginary part distributions are approaching Normality. We see in Figs.

13 and 14 that the histogram distributions follow the Gaussian function much more

closely than was the case for Data set A. The
’D’

statistic is 1.06 for the real part and

0.79 for the imaginary part. Thus we reject Normality for the real part and accept it for

the imaginary part. This raises some questions. By the symmetry of an FRF with both

real and imaginary parts being zero, we would expect both the distributions of the real

· and imagirury parts of the cross spectrum to be the same. And the CLT predicts (with

large sample size) a Normal distribution. It appears, therefore, that rz, = 50 is a minimal

criterion for the CLT Normality effect in a cross spectra.

Even though Normality has been rejected for the cross spectrum real part in this data

set, the shape is close enough for purposes of illustrating the effect discussed in the

Chapter 3 magnitude bias example. We take the average of the standard deviations of

the real and imaginary parts (as discussed in Section 3.1, for this case they should be

equal) for 6 in Eq. 3.37 to plot the Rayleigh distribution function shown with the cross

spectral magnitude data in Fig. 15. We see that even with the non-Normality of the real

component the histogram PDF of the magnitude follows the general shape of the

Rayleigh PDF function.
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The numerical variance estimation procedure uses the assumption of a Normal distrib-

ution for the cross spectral magnitudes. From Fig. 15 it is obvious that this particular

magnitude distribution is not Normal (’D'= 3.45). Even though this is the distribution

of IG„I instead of IG„I, the trends should be the same. But if we compare variance

results ir1 Table 2, we f'1nd that the estimated and Monte Carlo variance differ by less

than 4 percent. lt appears that, for variance esrimates, Normalizy of the cross spectrum

magnitude is not a strict requirement.

In Data Sets C and D the 'D' statistic for the real and imaginary parts of the cross

spectra ranged from 0.516 to 0.738, all within the acceptance range. For Data set E the

real and imaginary 'D' values were 1.30 and 0.519, while for Data set F they were 1.45
I

and 1.47 respectively. All but one of these values is in the rejection region. To test for

the CLT effect, another simulation run was made with the same parameters as Data set

F, except that nd= 100 was used instead of nd = 50. The 'D' values dropped from 1.45

and 1.47 to 0.81 and 0.93 in this data set. Even though only one of these falls within the

acceptance range, these 'D' values follow the CLT prediction that the distributions will

become increasing Normal with large nd. We therefore accept Normality for the real and
I

_ imaginary parts for large sample sizes.

The distribution of the cross spectral magnitude is affected by the FRF. Starting with

Data Set B parameters a small but fmite value (H(f) = 0.05 +}).01) is assigned to the

FRF of Data set C. In Fig. 16 we see that the magnitude distribution has a more

Normal appearance than in Fig. 15. The 'D' value has dropped from 3.45 to 1.93. For

Data set D we increase nd from 50 to 100 with no other changes. We see that the mag-

nitude of the Data set D cross spectrum shown in Fig. 17 has become even more

Normal. Our 'D' statistic has dropped to 0.79 and into the Normal acceptance region
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(even though a small part of the left distribution 'tail’ is clearly cut off). The decrease

in variance with increase in the number of samples has the effect of moving the zero

lower bound farther out along the 'tail’ of the distribution. In Figs. 18 and 19 we fmd

that the Normal distribution appears to be a reasonably good fit to the magnitude of the

cross spectrum, though the 'D' statistics are 1.4 and 1.55, respectively. But with the

second run of the F set data with rz, = 100, the 'D' value dropped to 0.72. We therefore

accept Normality for the cross spectral magnitude under the condition of large n, . lt

should be noted also, that even with Normality rejected for the cross spectral magnitudes

of data sets E and F that the I=fl I variance predictions were within one percent of the

Monte Carlo values.

We now make some generalizations about when we may assume Normality for the cross

spectral magnitude. If we start with a large value of the FRF (as in Figs. 18 and 19),

we find the distribution to be approximately Normal for large values ofn, (say, at least

100). If we then decrease the FRF magnitude with all else held constant, we see the

distribution function slide along the abscissa towards the zero lower bound. The func-

tion remains approximately Normal until the zero lower bound is found to be within,

say, 2 or 3 standard deviations from the distribution mean. Because no value of the

magnitude can be below zero, the distribution becomes skewed. As the FRF approaches

zero, the Normal distribution tends towards the Rayleigh distribution, which it becomes

for a zero value FRF. No amount of averaging will change the distribution for a zero

FRF. But in Figs. 16 and 17 we saw that increasing the number of samples averaged for

a small FRF will tend to make the distribution more Normal. This happens because the

reduced variance causes the tails of the distribution move closer together, and there is

less skewing by the zero lower bound. Because the coherence function is a good relative

measure ofthe magnitude ofthe cross spectrum (under the same restriction on n,), it can
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often indicate when the Normality assumption is appropriate. The coherences of Data

sets C and .) (Figs. 16 and 17) are around 0.03 - 0.04, and we saw that the distributions

were starting to become approximately Normal, based on 50 to 100 samples per meas-

urement. More samples would increase the Normality in this region, while fewer would

decrease it. A conservative guideline might be that the cross spectrum magnitude could

be considered to be approaching a Normal distribution whenever there is an ordinary

coherence greater than 0.10 on a measurement of 100 or more samples.

Summary ofCross Spectrum Distributiorts: Raw samples of the real part, imaginary part,

and magnitude of the cross spectrum are not Normally distributed. When measurements ·

of the cross spectrum are based on an average of raw samples, the distributions of the

real and irnaginary parts will always tend towards Normality as the number of samples

is increased. The cross spectrum magnitudes may be considered Normal for most re-

gions of interest, with the number of samples averaged and the ordinary coherence being

indicators. When the system FRF tends towards zero, the magnitude distribution func-

tion tends towards the Rayleigh distribution. Even for this limiting case, the assumption

of Normality for the magnitude does not severely affect the numerical integration

method of I·ÜI variance estimation.

6.3.2 FRF Probability Distributions

Only the distributions for the tl? estimator are shown and discussed here. It was found

however, that the following discussion could be applied generally to the other FRF es-

timators with only one restriction. While the distribution functions for the
‘fI

estirnator
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closely follow the trends discussed here for all values of H(f), the distribution function

of =1?1 only follows these tendencies so long as the system FRF is not close to zero.

Figures 20 and 21 show the distribution of the real and imaginary parts of=Ii for single

sample measurements with a zero system FRF. These are defrnitely not Normal.
’D’

values are 9.6 and 10.6 respectively. The magnitude shown in Fig 22 is not modeled by

either a Gnussian or Rayleigh distribution, with ’D'= 16.1. When the number of sam-

ples per measurement is increased to 50 as ir1 Data set B, the real and imaginary part

distributions tend towards Normality, with
’D’

values of0.89 and 0.76, respectively. An

Example ofthis is seen in the distribution for the real part of the Data set B FRF shown

in Fig. 23. Recall that these are onlyfunctions of variables to which the Central Limit

Theorem applies. We cannot use the CLT to justify Normality of the real and imaginary

_ parts of the FRF estimators. We see however, that Normality is a good approxirnation

for Data set B. As with the cross spectrum of this data set, we would expect the

Rayleigh distribution to apply to the magnitude, given that the real and imaginary parts

are Norrnally distributed. While no test was made, we can see qualitatively from Fig.

24 that this is so.

The trends followed by the FRF estimators as the system FRF is increased are the same

as for the cross spectrum. The real and imaginary parts tend towards Normality as the

number of samples per measurement is increased, and the magnitude tends towards

Normality so long as the tail of the Normal distribution does not meet the zero lower

bound in a finite probability region. Figures 25 and 26 show the increase of Normality

with increasing number of samples for a small magnitude FRF. The
’D’

value for Fig.

25 data is 2.09 and drops to 0.79 for the distribution shown in Fig. 26. Figure 27 shows

magnitude Normality for a larger magnitude FRF. The
’D’

value for the distribution
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shown in the figure is 1.27, which dropped to 1.1 in the n, = 100 run. This is still in the

rejection region, but the decrease of
'D’

with increase of n, can be seen. It appears that,

for large values ofthe FRF with relatively smaH sample size (say, nd = 50 to 100) we can

only justify approximate Normality.

6.4 Single Measurement Simulations

The Monte Carlo simulations repeated measurements at single spectral lines in order to

gain information about the distributions of various quantities and verify the validity of

relations pzeviously derived. When computations were made using the Monte Carlo

data, the values used were not those obtained from single measurement estimates, but

rather the mean of3000 measurement estimates. Though the equations were found to

be valid in most cases using these accurate values, the question remained as to how well

the relations would work when single measurement estimates were used instead.

The simulations to be discussed in this section modeled an FRF measurement over a

large number of spectral lines and a wide range of FRF magnitudes, similar to a real-life

measurement. The uncorrelated content values, l"(f), and G„ are the same as in the

Monte Carlo simulations. The discussion will be divided into two parts: evaluation of ‘

the variance calculations and the uncorrelated content estimates.
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6.4.1 Variance Estimates

After a simulated measurement had been made, the variance at each spectral line was

calculated using the numerical integration method discussed in Chapter 4. ’Confidence

bands’ were then calculated and plotted together with the ’measured’ FRF. As discussed

in Section 6.2, the range of values for a given probability was based on the Normal dis-

tribution. For example, using approximate values, 95 percent probability bands were

plus or minus two standard deviations from the measured value, while plus or minus one

standard deviation gave about 68 percent probability.

A luxury afforded by the sirnulations that is not found in real-life measurements is that

the ’right' answer is known. This can be used to evaluate the number of times that the

’right' answer falls within the confidence bands. A good verification would be to repeat

the measurement process a large number of times. After each measurement a check

would be made to see whether or not the
’true’

value fell within the bands. Iftwe used

95 percent confidence bands then we would expect, over a large number of measure-

ments, to find the
’true’

value at a given spectral line to fall within the confidence bands

in about 95 percent of the measurements. But the question arises about how to obtain

a verification without running hundreds of measurements.

lfwe can justify an admittedly large assumption about the nature oferror in the variance

estimates, we could use the hundreds of spectral lines in a single ’measurement’ for ver-

ification. The assumption we must make is that the variance estimator works equally

well at all regions of the FRE Ifwe can make this assumption, then we would expect

that at 95 percent ofthe spectral lines in a single measurement the ’true’ value would fall

within the 26 confidence bands. Without the condition of equal quality variance esti-
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mates at each spectral line, such a result would be meaningless. For example, it would

be very easy to develop ’confidence bands’ that would contain the true values within the

bounds at 95 percent of the spectral lines for every measurement. All that would be

needed is to make very large estimates of the variance at 95 percent of the lines, and

make exceedingly small estimates at the other five percent. One way of detecting this

situation would be by changing the probability range of the confidence bounds. lf the I

bounds were narrowed or widened, the percentage of ’in bounds’ estimates should

change accordingly.

In the following evaluations the assumption of equal quality variance estimates at all

regions of an FRF is made. While this assumption is based on no rigorous statistical

test, there is nevertheless good reason to believe it to be true:

l. In Tables 2 through 6 it was shown that the variance estimates obtained by the nu-

merical integration method agreed with the Monte Carlo results within a few percent in

every case. These data sets included a large range of FRF values and a number of in-

stances where the assumed distrubtion functions had been violated.

·2. In the results to be shown in this section, the percentage of spectral lines with ’in

bounds’ results closely followed the Normal distribution expectations as the width of the

bands was varied.

3. In Chapter 7 a slightly different type of variance test was used, which involved plot-

ting one measured FRF over the confidence bands from another measurement of the

same FRF Though the probabilities for this test change, the significant part here is that

the probability be shown to be constant over the FRF. In the discussion of those re-

sults, it will be shown that approximately the same percentage of lines were ’in bounds'

at the resonances and anti-resonances as there were over the entire FRF.
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”
4. Comparison of the measured FRF's and confidence bands in the following dis-

cussions will reveal a further, but qualitative, verification. In regions where the FRF

estimate is 'smooth' the confidence bands are very narrow, while regions where the FRF

estimate is not smooth have much large bands. That the confidence bands ’track’ the

variability of the FRF can be clearly seen in many regions.

In Fig. 28 a simulated 300 spectral line, 50 sample FRF measurement is shown, along

with the true value. In Fig. 29 the true value and the 95 percent (plus/minus 2 standard

deviations) confidence bands are shown for this same measurement. The ’measured'

FRF has not been shown in this figure for clarity. We see that the true FRF falls within

the confidence bands at 94 percent of the 300 spectral lines. In Fig. 30 we see the

confidence bands for a 300 sample measurement. Once again, only the confidence bands

and true FRF are shown for clarity. The confidence bands are closer together, in ac-

cordance with the better estimate afforded by the additional samples. We see also that,

coincidentally, 94 percent of the true values also fall within the bands (typically this

value has ranged from about 92 to 97 percent in the simulations done). A further test

is made by narrowing the confidence bands to plus/minus one standard deviation. By

the Normal distribution we would expect the confidence bands at about 68 percent of

the lines to contain the true FRF. In Fig. 3l we see that in this particular simulation

the actual value was 63 percent, which was considered to be a satisfactory result. We

conclude that the simulations predict that the variance calculation will work well using

only single measurement estimates, and over a wide range of FRF rnagnitudes.

The next question is whether the variance reduction with increased samples noted above

follows the Central Limit theorem prediction. The prediction by this theorem states that

the variance of an average is inversely related to the number of samples in the average.
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Knowing how the variance is reduced as a function of the number of samples in the

measurement would provide the experirnenter with a guide as to how many more sam-

ples would be needed to reduce the variance by a given amount.

Example 7: This example will compare the variance difference in the simulations with the

difference predicted by the CLT. For the two simulations discussed (50 and 300 sample

measurements) the prediction is that

variance of 50 sample measurement 300
=* 2 6

variance of 300 sample measurement 50

In terms of standard deviations,

°5¤ - /£9. =
V300

—
50

245

meaning that the predicted confidence bands for the 50 sample measurement are nearly

2.5 times larger than the bands for the 300 sample measurement. To fmd the corre-

sponding ratio from the simulations, the standard deviations at each spectral line of the

50 sample measurement were divided by the corresponding 300 sample measurement

spectral line standard deviations. Done over all 300 spectral lines, the average result was

2.44, in close agreement with the CLT prediction. While the distribution of this ratio is

not known, the computed standard deviation of this ratio (S,) was 0.36, providing some

information about the variation of this ratio. This concludes Example 6.

A point to be made here is that accurate estimates of the variance are not necessarily

found at each spectral line, since the quantities used to compute the estimates are ran-

dom variables. The claim is that, on the average, the estimates ofvariance are accurate.
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6.4.2 Uncorrelated Content Estimates ~

The uncorrelated content estimates shown here were made using the data from the

300-sample measurement discussed in the last section. The same nominal values for

generation of the uncorrelated content were used (which also were used in the Monte

Carlo simulations: G,,„ = G,„,„ = G,„ = 2). For this simulation, the uncorrelated content

values generated were stored, so that comparisons could be made between estimated and

true values (not just nominal values). It should be noted that having uncorrelated con-

tent present at all three locations (shaker, force measurement, and response measure-

ment) is a worst case scenario. It is unlikely in most real-life measurement situations

that this would occur. It was found in the simulations that removing any one of the

uncorrelated content terms from the model generally resulted in better estimates of the

other two terms. Each of the uncorrelated content estimators worked well in certain

regions of an FRF (i.e., resonance or anti-resonance), and poorly in others. In order to

correlate the estimates with the region ofthe FRF, the true FRF is shown in compressed

form at the bottom ofeach figure. _

6.4.2.1 Estänates ofShaker and Force Measurement Noise

Figure 32 shows the auto spectrum estimate of 'shaker noise’, Ö„,. Figure 33 shows the

estimated force measurement noise auto spectrum, Ö,„,„. Both of these are contained in

the measured force signal auto spectrum, Ö,,. This is shown in the figures as well for

comparison. We see that both estimates do well in regions of the FRF away from

anti-resonances, but very poorly at anti-resonances.
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The reason for the poor performance at anti·resonance can be seen in Eqs. 2.19 and 2.22.

l3oth expressions contain the term . At anti-resonance both G„ and G„ tend

towards zero, causing their ratio to approach a (0/0) indeterminate form. Small vari-

ations in the estimates of either of these cross spectra can result in large fluctuations of

the overall estimate, including negative values (a physical impossibility for an auto

spectrum). Further inspection of Eqs. 2.19 and 2.22 shows that where the troublesome

cross spectrum ratio is positive in one equation it is negative in the other. When the two

estimates are plotted together, as in Fig. 34, it can be seen that the errors are 'mirror

images' of one another. That is, at a spectral line where one estimate is high, the other

estimate will be low by a like amount. When the two estimates are surnmed and com-

pared to the sum of the true values, as in Fig 35, we fmd the sums to be in close agree-

ment.

· The observations just noted suggest at least a partial error correction scheme. Since the

sum of the two estimates agrees well with the sum of the true values, and because neg-

ative auto spectrum estimates are physically impossible, improvements can be made in

the estimates by eliminating negative auto spectrum estimates. Every negative value of]

say, Ö,,,, is added to Ö,,,,„, and then the Ö„, estimate is clipped at zero. This process is

repeated with negative values of Ö,,,„. We see that this does not alter the sum any, and

results in irnproved estimates. Figure 36 shows the two estimates after correction.

Even after correction, the estimates at anti-resonance are poor. This does not seriously

degrade the usefulness of these estimators, however. Consider that at anti-resonance

frequencies there is very little response of the structure to the applied force. The shaker

and force gage are applying and measuring a force on a relatively static structure. Under

this condition uncorrelated content in the force gage or shaker system is likely to be low,
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so the need for an estimate of this uncorrelated content is also low. At resonance, on

the other hand, the response of the structure causes feedback to the shaker and force

gage, which increases the likelihood of uncorrelated content on the input measurement

at resonance frequencies. Yet at these frequencies, where the uncorrelated content terms

are likely to be high, the estimators work at their best.

6.4.2.2 Estimates ofResponse Measurement Noise

Figure 37 shows the estimate of the uncorrelated content in the response measurement,

Ö,„. The auto spectrum of the response measurement, Ö„, is shown for comparison.

Here we see the opposite problem to the other two uncorrelated estimators. This esti-

mator works well at anti·resonance, while estimates at resonance are subject to large

errors.
U

The only correction possible with this estimator is to clip the negative values to zero.

Before one becomes too discouraged with the potential of this estimator, however, it is

valuable to look at it from several different perspectives. First of all, at resonance the

response signal is very high, making it unlikely that there will be a significant amount

of uncorrelated content relative to the desired signal. Problems with uncorrelated con-

tent in the response measurement appear more readily at anti-resonance regions, where

the response signal is small and any uncorrelated content in the signal is potentially large

by comparison. Yet it is in these regions that the estimator performs well.

Another consideration is the manner in which one evaluates the size of errors. As seen

in Fig. 37, estimates of Ö, are in error by several thousand percent when compared to

the true value. Perhaps the error would be better evaluated in terms of the magnitude

Chapter 6 • Results of FRF Measurement Simulations l48
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of the signal in which the uncorrelated content term is contained. If we increase the

scale of the figure, as has been done in Figs. 38 and 39, we see that the difference in

estimated and true values of G,„ is but a very small fraction of the total response signal,

G„.

When normalized in the form

Ö 6percent error =
.v.v

the percent error was found to be well under one percent at any spectral line. This es-

timator can provide good results at any frequency, so long as an accuracy ofbetter than

about one percent of the measured signal is not desired.
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Chapter 7 - Results of Experimental Meastuements

Experimental frequency response function measurements were made on a 50-pound

calibration mass and a flat metal plate. Data was taken with a Zonic 6081 multi-channel

FFT analyzer and ported to a DEC VaxStation 2000 for computation of variance and

uncorrelated content estimates. The time necessary for uncorrelated content estimate

computations is small (about a second), but the variance calculations are computa-

tionally intensive, requiring approximately two minutes (on the micro·Vax II) for each

response channel.

Consider a typical measurement situation where a single force is applied to a structure

q and response measurements are made with a triaxial accelerometer. For the 'three-

channel' estirnator, a total of five channels are needed to measure: the source (signal

generator), the force input, and three separate responses. Cross spectra are required

between the force and each response, the source and each response, and between the

force and source. This requires seven cross spectra (or ’channe1 pairs') in the measure-

ment. From this data we obtain three frequency response function estimates, one cor-
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- responding to each response channel. To calculate the variance for all three FRF’s

requires approximately six minutes (clock time).

An interesting question arises when interpreting the uncorrelated content results. The

derivations derived in Chapter 2 are based on the ’3-channel' estimator (i.e., only one

response channel is included in the model). When these equations are applied to a

measurement with three response channels, we obtain for each response channel

(K through Y,) an uncorrelated content estimate (Ö„,„, through Ö,,,,,,) . However, for

each response channel, we can also calculate an estimate of uncorrelated content in the

source-·signal-to-force generation process (which will be referred to as 'shaker noise'),

and in the force measurement (or 'force noise'). Because these ’noise' terms (

G,, and G,,„„) are independent of the response measurement, we obtain three separate

estimates of both of these terms (using the triaxial accelerometer case). The question

arises in how these three estimates might be used to obtain a single irnproved estimate.

The most obvious idea is to average the three estimates. The improvement obtained

with this approach is questionable. Recall from the simulation results discussed in

Chapter 6 that the estimators Ö,,,, and Ö,,,„ do very poorly at anti-resonance regions of

an FRF. Even with the corrections that can be made, large errors are still possible at

these frequencies. If} at a given frequency, two of the response channel FRF’s show an

anti·resonance while a third does not, much better results will be obtained by using only

p the estimate based on the third channel, rather than averaging the three estimates.

Consider also that in modal analysis the response is measured at multiple locations by

moving the accelerometer. As long as the force gage and shaker system are undisturbed,

numerous estimates of 'shaker noise' and 'force noise' may be made, even with a single

axis accelerometer. If averaging of the estimates is desired for reduced variance, it is still
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recommended that the experimenter first evaluate the data and select which estimates

are to be used in the averaging process.

Two types ofinput signals were used in the experimental work: continuous random (used

with the Hanning window), and
’burst’

random (without a window). A ’windowing’

procedure is required to taper the time record when using continuous random excitation,

in order to reduce apparent (in the FFT process) ’leakage’ ofenergy to adjacent spectral

lines. The burst random technique applies a random signal only briefly to a structure at

the beginning of each time record. Ideally, the response of the structure will decay to

zero within the measured time record. Then the time records will begin and end with

zero force and response values, without the need for an artificial time-domain windowing

process. But for lightly damped structures the response seldom decays to zero within the

measured time record. The first and most important consideration here is that the

measurement of the next time record not begin while the structure is still responding to

the last input or the new record will be contaminated. The second consideration is

whether or not to window the response record so that, artificially at least, the measured

response record decays to zero within the time record. The best window for burst ran-

dom has an exponential decay shape [31], but even this effectively adds damping to the

mcasurßmcnt. Although corrections can be made, if 'good' data (i.e., with high values

of the coherence, 9},,) without windowing, then this is preferred.

‘
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7.1 Results ofMeusuremeuts of the Calibration Mass FRF

A simple (but worthwhilel) verification of measurement system accuracy is to measure

the FRF of a simple mass. If the mass is selected and mounted properly, the FRF is

simply a straight line. That is

acceleration =__L
force M

at all measured frequencies, where the calibration mass is M. The cylindrical mass used

in the measurements weighed 50 pounds (22.7 kg), and was suspended from elastic cords.

The softness of the suspension together with the large mass resulted in a suspended na-

tural frequency of l Hz or less, while the first continuum (axial) natural freqency of the

cylinder was above 10 kHz. Over the calibration range of 2.5 Hz to l kHz used, neither

of these natural frequences could significantly affect the results.

The method of connecting the shaker to the force gage (and attaching the force gage to

the structure) can significantly affect the excitation energy levels achieved [32]. Two

different connectors were used to connect the shaker to the force gage. One was a wire,

approximately 0.5 inch (13 mm) long and 0.030 inch (0.76 mm) in diameter, with

° threaded studs soldered on each end. The other cormector type was a rod with the

threaded studs attached via ball·end type swivel joints. The wire connector was very stiff

in the axial direction, with no lost motion between the two ends. The ball-joints on the

other connector were spring loaded. Significant displacement in the joints could be felt

even under light loads.
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The signal generator was set to generate a frequency·1imited continuous random signal

of uniform amplitude with an upper limit of l kHz. No burst random FRF calibration

mass measurements were made. When the wire connector was used, the force applied
”

to the structure was fairly uniform over the frequency range and highly correlated with

the generated signal. We expect the lost motion in the ball-joint connectors, on the

other hand, would have two effects: l) the force applied to the structure would be at-

tenuated at higher frequencies, and 2) the force signal would not be highly correlated

with the generatedsignal, especially at higher frequencies. The nonlinear response re-

sulting from lost motion in the joints would cause the second effect. The ball-joint con-

nector was used so as to have an FRF with varying variance and to inject ’shaker noise’

ir1to the system. Because there would be little energy transmitted at higher freqeuncies,

it was expected that the FRF estimate would be much more variable in that region. Also

recall that ’shaker noise’ results from any loss in correlation between the generated signal

and the force applied to the structure. Nonlinear action will result in loss ofcorrelation.

7.1.1 Variance Estimates for the Calibration Mass

Figure 40 shows the measured FRF using the ball-joint connector and the 3·chanr1el
i

measurement method. Superimposed on the FRF are the ordinary coherence between

the force and response (7},) and a straight line which is the average of the FRF over all

frequencies. The coherence is plotted on a scale of zero to unity. Around 200 Hz the

coherence is about 0.9, and a fairly uniform estimate of the FRF is found here. Because

of the lost motion in the ball-joint connectors, force input is attenuated at all but very

low frequencies. Approaching 1000 Hz, we see that the small force (and response) signal
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levels allow system noise to dorninate, driving the coherence down to 0.2 and below, re-

sulting in large variations of the FRF estimate.

The weight of the mass, accelerometer, and ’mass-below—the-force-gage’ was 50.01 lbs.

The expected FRF value is then

1
(32.17%)(12..

=;i_= .L...= 5..1
M 50.01 Ibf

7'72
[bf- S2 0°440

kg

The average measured value was 7.90 in/Ibf- s* (0.451 EE), an overall system error of

just over 2 percent. This error was not deemed large enough to require correction of the

calibration factors. For purposes of evaluating the confidence bands, however, this av-

erage value was used rather than the calculated value.

Figure 41 shows the average FRF value line and the estimated 95 percent (plus/rninus

two standard deviations) confidence bounds. We find that at 94 percent of the spectral

lines the average FRF value falls between these bounds.

Figure 42 shows the average FRF and 99 percent confidence bounds (plus/rninus three

standard deviations). At 99 percent of the spectral lines the average value falls within

the bounds. As an additional verification of both the variance estimate and normality

of the FRF magnitude, confidence bounds were placed at plus/minus one standard de-

viation, as shown in Fig. 43 For the Normal distribution this corresponds to 68 percent

probability. ln this example, the average value was found within the confidence bounds

at 64 percent of the spectral lines.

Calibration Mass Conjidence Band Summary: The constant FRF of a calibration mass

allows verification of system operation and provides an FRF whose 'true’ value is easily
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known. The numerical variance estimation method and Normal distribution were found

to do a good job of predicting variability and probability over a range ofvalues of input

signal strength and ordinary coherence.

7.1.2 Uncorrelated Content Estimates for the Calibration Mass

All three uncorrelated content (’noise’) estimates were calculated. Because the cali-

bration mass did not contain any resonances (which can cause feedback into the shaker

and result in force distortion [33]) in the analysis range, the uncorrelated content in the

force measurement was expected to be small. The ’force noise’ estimator did indeed

_ calculate very small values of Ö„„„ over the entire range (up to 30 dB less than Ö„ ), but

that was tlxe extent of verification possible for this estimator in this mcasurßmcnt. The

two uncorrelated content estimates of most interest in the calibration mass FRF meas-

urement are ’shaker noise’ and ’response noise’.

Estimates of 'shaker noise’ were made on data taken with both shaker attachment

methods. Figure 44 shows the results of estimates made using the wire connector. The

input force auto spectrum (Ö„) is fairly flat, with little reduction of force at higher fre-

quencies. Over most of the range the estimate of Ö„, (’shaker noise’) is very small, av-

eraging nearly 35 dB below Ö„. Figure 45, on the other hand, shows Ö„ and Ö,,,, for the

ball joint connector. Here we see the force auto spectrum fall off rapidly at higher fre-

quencies, so that at 1 kl-lz it is approximately 25 dB below the maximum value obtained

near zero Hz. The ball-joint connector is effectively acting as a vibration isolator. The

uncorrelated content estimator shows low values of ’shaker noise’ near zero frequency,

which then increases relative to (Ä, until at the upper end of the range, where it is only
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5 dB below the force power spectrum. While there is no independent method available

to quantitatively verify these estimates, it is worth noting that they follow the trends

predicted for the two connectors, i.e., the input force auto Spectrum decreases at higher

frequencies, and is largely uncorrelated with the source signal.

A discussion of the irnplications of large values of ’shaker noise’ is in order. This un-

correlated content term can arise from either electrical noise in the amplifier or nonlin-

earities in the amplifier, shaker, and attachment hardware. This discussion will assume

the source to be the nonlinearities, which has the effect of changing probability distrib-

utions. A base assumption made in most measurement statistics calculations is that of

Gaussian (Normal) random signals. Let us assume that the signal generator is indeed

producing truly Normal signals. If the amplifier/shaker/hardware FRF, l“(f), is linear,

then the force input is also Normal. But if l"(f) is non-linear (as with lost motion in

connections), then the force signal is no longer necessarily Normal. A linear approxi-

mation of a nonlinear function may be made over a range of input values. For a given

signal generator output level let us consider
l“(

f) to consist of the superposition of a

linear approximation plus some nonlinear function. Normal signals (from the signal

generator) pass through the linear part and result in a Normal force signal. The Normal

signals which pass through the nonlinear part may result in non—Normal forces. Since

the total force applied to the structure is a sum of Normal and non·Norrnal data, it is

non·Normal. lf a non-Norrnal force is applied to a structure, then even a completely

linear structure will also have a non-Normal response with respect to the input signal

generator.

The practical implications of these probability distribution changes are less clear. It can

easily be argued that two-chamiel FRF estimates made with I'!} I and
I=1€II

are un-
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changed with 'shaker noise’. These estimators do not require that the applied force have

a particular distribution; FRF estimates are based solely on averaged levels of force and

response. The only difliculty seen with the non-Norrnal force and response signals is in

calculating various statistics (such as, say, the variance ofan auto spectrum) which have

the Normal assumption as a basis. _
U

A more definite effect of 'shaker noise' is seen in the three-channel estimator. While the

two-channel estimators use the entire force or response auto spectra to form their po-

tentially biased estimates, I*1fII uses only those portions of the force and response

signals that are linearly correlated with the signal generator. Recall that ’shaker noise’

refers to that part of the input force which is not correlated with the signal generator.

With large amounts of shaker noise, the cross spectra between the signal generator and

force or response signals are relatively small compared to the total signal levels. While

the FRF estimates they form are still unbiased, they have higher variability. When using

I‘IiV I it is desirable to minirnize the Ö,,,, ('shaker noise') term. This results in larger, more

accurate, cross spectral estimates between the signal generator and other channels, and

produces less variable FRF measurements.

The other uncorrelated content term of interest in this measurement is that of the
’re-

sponse noise’, Ö,. During much of the experimental work there appeared to be a

problem with spurious signals in the accelerometer measurement circuitry. Spectral line

'spikes' of varying amplitudes would appear in the output autospectrum. These 'spikes'

were at 60 Hz and higher odd harmonics (180, 300, 420, ...), suggesting a ground-loop

problem. A multi-meter was used to check for shielding continuity and differences in

ground potentials. Every attcmpt was made to isolate the system. A multiple-outlet

connector was used so that all of the equipment was ultirnately plugged into a single
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ll0V outlet and the computer serial-port communications line was disconnected. The

signal conditioners used on all transducers were battery operated. After several days of

frustration, these signals suddenly (in the space of about a minute, with the system un-

touched) disappeared, and have not reappeared to a significant degree.

The calibration-mass FRF measurement discussed in this section was made while these

spurious signals were present. These 'spikes' may be seen as notches in thecoherencefunction

of Fig. 40. This 'contaminated' measurement was used because it provided

verification for the 'response noise’ estimator. Figure 46 shows two output (Ö„) auto

_ spectra and the calculated estimate of G,. One ofthe Ö„ plots and the Ö, plot are from

the FRF measurement data. The second Ö„ plot (labeled ’Comparison' in Fig. 46) was

made with no force applied to the system, and is a measurement of the electrical content

present in the accelerometer circuit with the system at rest. The significance of this fig-

ure is that the estimate Ö, and the Ö„ measurement made with zero input overlay each

other very closely (and are, in fact, difficult to discriminate). The 'response r1oise' esti-

mator was able to accurately predict, from the FRF measurement data, the level of un-

correlated content in the accelerometer circuit, including the 'spikes' (which did not

appear in either of the other two uncorrelated content estimators).

7.2 Results of the Flat-Plate FRF'Measurements

FRF measurements were made on an 18 inch (0.457 m) square, 0.125 inch (3.2 mm)

thick plate, using both burst and continuous random input signals. The analysis fre-

quency range was 2.5 to 750 Hz and contained about a dozen large resonance peaks as
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well as a number of smaller peaks. A harnrner survey was done to fmd locations for

force and response measurement that would include as many of these resonances as

possible in a single FRF. All measurements were made using the one half inch wire

cormector between the shaker and force gage. Both the continuous and burst random

signals had an upper frequency cutolf at about 800 Hz. The burst random signals were

set for a duration of 0.1 second at intervals of 3 seconds to allow for response decay.

The length of the time record for each measurement was 0.53 seconds.

Lightly damped, high resonance peak structures are diflicult to measure accurately using

a continuous random input force in the baseband mode. The leakage of energy at the

resonance peaks (even with a Harming window) causes large reductions in coherence.

Typical continuous random input coherences at resonances were about 0.3 to 0.5, with

a range from 0.1 to 0.9. Coherences at the resonance peaks for the burst random input,

on the other hand, seldom fell below 0.951

7.2.1 Flat-Plate FRF Variance Estimates

The original plan for this section of testing was to obtain accurate values for the 'true’

FRF using the swept-sine FRF measurement technique and then evaluate how often this

FRF fell within the confidence bounds of an FRF measured with FFT methods. This

proved to be untenable for several reasons. The first reason is leakage in the FFT

method. The variance estimator that has been developed is only capable estimating

random variations in the three-channel FRF estirnate. There is no claim that the

three-channel estimator is unbiased in the presence of leakage. lt is unbiased only in the

presence of uncorrelated content in the measurement system. We would, therefore, ex-
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pect the swept-sine-measured FRF (which is not susceptible to leakage) to differ signif-

icantly from the FFT measured FRF’s at certain frequencies. Another, but less

predictable, reason centered on apparent long-term variations in the FRF being meas-

ured. There are a number of possible reasons for this.

A measured FRF is actually a global measurement of a combination of systems, in-

cluding transducers, signal conditioners, suspension systems, and the analyzer itself in

addition to the structure under consideration. A change in any of these can affect the

measurement. Figure 47 shows two FRF measurements made two days apart, using

burst random excitation. A number of FRF measurements had been made during this

two day period, using various excitation types and levels, but the sytem was undisturbed

in any other manner. The most curious feature of this figure is that there is not an

overall shift in the estirnates, as one would expect with drift ir1 a transducer calibration

factor. W': find rather that the estirnates coincide closely at some frequencies and differ

significantly at others. The most obvious differences occur in regions around 425, 525,

and 650 Hz.

One hypothesized explanation for this variation is that the force is being applied to a

nodal point of a particular mode. Excitation normal to the plate does not excite this

mode, but a moment excitation could. A moment input could occur from slight changes

in alignment of the shaker and force gage. This could account for some of the apparent

variation in the FRF measurement.

At this point it became necessary to define exactly what the expectations are for the

variance estimator. The derivation of the variance estimate was based on uncorrelated

content in measured signals and, therefore, should correctly predict the variability of a

particular FRF estimate at the time and under the conditions that the estimate was
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made. There is no reason to believe that the 'true’ structure frequency response will

necessarily fall within these bounds; nor for that matter that an FRF measurement made

another day under seemingly similar conditions will fall within or close to these bounds.

To do the job it was intended to do, it is only necessary to show that the variability of

a given measurement is quantified.

The proposed test is as follows: several FRF measurements are made contiguously,

variance estimates calculated, and results compared. The assumption here is that there

will be little or no change in any system (structure or measurement) parameters over the

span of several contiguous averaged measurements. We now need to develop a statis-

tical tcst for comparison of the measurements.

This statistical test discussion will deal with a general Gaussian random variable

x of mean ,u and variance 6*, but also applies to an FRF magnitude estimate at a single

spectral line. We take two random samples of x, x, and .xZ, and form the distribution

of their difference, y = x, — x, . The mean and variance ofy are then zero and 6} = 26*.

Let us assume that we know the distribution of x and use our knowledge of 6 to place

a +/ — 26 confidence band about x,. We know, by virtue of the Gaussian distribution,

that there is about a 95 percent probability that the mean [4 falls within this band. What

we wish to know is the probability that x, will fall within the band placed about x,. The

probability that x, will fall within a 2 6 range of x, is the same as the probability that

Z Ix, — x,I s 26. The distribution y is the distribution of the difference ofx values, with

a standard ieviation 6, = */-2:6 . This leads to the standardized Normal variable z:

ZY */2-6
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We are interested in the probability thaty 5 26, or

Prob[IzI $-22-] = Prob |z| SJ? =o.s4
~/26

[ ]

where this value was found from a statistical table of the standardized Normal variable.

We now apply this result to the FRF magnitude estimates.

The Normality of the FRF magnitude under most conditions was verified in the PDF

simulations. Ifwe have an accurate estimate of the variance at a given spectral line, we

would expect that 84 percent of the time an FRF estimate at this spectral line would fall

within the 26 bands placed about a previous estimate. If we assume that the variance

estimator works equally well at each spectral line (an assumption which was discussed in

Section 6.4.1, with further discussion to follow in the next section), then we would expect

the FRF magnitude estimates at 84 percent of the spectral lines in a single measurement

to fall within the confidence bands placed about a previous estimate. How well this ex-

pectation was met was the test used to evaluate the FRF variance estimator in the flat-

plate measurements.

7.2.1.1 Variance Estimatcs Using Burst Random Excitation

Two sets of three contiguous FRF measurements each were made, with 100 averaged

sample records per measurement. The data sets were taken with a two day separation

between them Figure 47 (previously discussed) compares one FRF from each set. Be-

cause of the differences in the measured FRF
’s

from one set to another, only compar-

isons within a set could be made. The comparison method used was to plot the FRF

from one measurement over the estirnated +/i 26 bounds from another estimate (in the
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same set), and to determine the percentage of spectral lines at which the FRF estimate

was within the bounds. This was done in a variety of combinations and permutations.

The resulting percentages for comparisons within the 'Day A' set ranged from 62 to 70

percent, with an average of 67. Comparisons within the 'Day B' set resulted in per-

centages from 73 to 77, with an average of 75 percent. The differences in these figures

imply that there were unspecified changes not only in the FRF measurement between

the two days, but in the variability of the data as well. Further discussion will use the

average result from the two sets, 71 percent.

We may use this average result to determine a correction factor for the standard devi-

ation estimator, if we assume that this correction factor is the same at all frequencies.

In the derivation for the 'target' probability of 84 percent, we used the form

Probliz S Ä-il = Prob[z S J2-] = 0.84
~/26

where the 6 terms canceled because they were identical. Using the average probability

result of0.71 we rewrite this as

2 «/2Probliz 5 = Prob[z 5 = 0.71
~/-2-6,,,,,

‘""

We find, from a statistical table, a value of z 5 1.06 associated with the probability of

0.71. Then

„/j_.°E£'L'.'L£¢i = 1 05
arme ·

from which we fmd that the average estimate is 75 percent of the true value, or con-

versely
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Unrat = l•33U”dmaud

This factor was tested by application to a pair of contiguous FRF measurements from

Day B. When the confidence bands were increased by 133 percent (from 2 to 2.66

standard deviations), the percentage of ’in bounds' lines rose from 73 to 82 percent.

There is no way of determining at this point whether this correction factor is a general

result or specific to this data set. The error may result from the variance estimation

method or from base assumptions about the signal generator distribution function.

Recall that in the numerical integration variance estirnation method we start with cal-

culated estimates of the standard deviations of the cross spectral lines. These estimates

are based on the assumption of a Normal source signal. If this signal were not truly

Normal, then estimates of the cross spectral variance estimates would be in error. This

error could magnify in the following estimates.

As discussed in Section 6.4.1 there has been an assumption made in these estimates that

the FRF variance estimator performs equally at all regions of the FRF. A qualitative

verification of this may be made by comparing the width of the confidence bounds with

the apparent variability ofthe FRF estimate at various frequencies. For example, in the

calibration mass figures (Figs. 40 through 43) we saw that the confidence bounds were

narrow in the 2-300 Hz range, where the FRF estimate was nearly a straight line and the

bands were wide where the FRF estimate became very variable. The calibration mass

data show that for a constant value FRF the FRF variance estimate does a good job

of predicting variance based on varying signal levels and varying uncorrelated content.

The remaining question is how well the variance estimator performs over a wide dynamic

range of FRF values.
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Figure 48 shows the confidence bounds from one FRF measurement made on 'Day B',

and a contiguous FRF plotted for comparison. In this figure we find the contiguous

FRF to fall within the (uncorrected) confidence bounds at 73 percent of the spectral

lines. lncluded at the top ofthis figure are vertical 'tic marks' which indicate the spectral

lines at which the FRF did not fall within the confidence bounds. While there appear

to be clusters of these marks at certain frequencies, they are not clearly related with any

particular feature of the FRF, such as say resonance peaks or anti-resonance valleys.

A more quantitative verilication would be preferred, however. To this end 12 prominent

resonances and 8 anti-resonances were chosen. Then for each comparison ofcontiguous

FRF’s and confidence bounds, the percentage of FRF values at these resonances and

anti-resonances that were within the bounds were counted. If the variance estimator is

indeed uniform in accuracy, we would expect about the same percentage ofvalues to be

in bounds at the peaks and valleys as there are over the whole FRF. The average result

at the resonances was 71 percent, while 78 percent of the anti-resonance values were

within the bounds. The sample size is too small to draw any rigorous conclusions, but ‘

these values are certainly close to the overall 73 percent.

7.2.1.2 Variance Estimates Using Continuous Random Excitation

One set of three contiguous 100-average FRF measurements was made on each of two
' days, as with the burst random excitation FRF measurements. The percentages of FRF

measurements within the confidence bands of contiguous measurements were consistent

over the two days' data, unlike the burst random excitation data. The percentages

ranged from 59 to 69 percent, with an average of nearly 64 percent. This is considerably

i lower than the burst random results, and well below the desired value of84 percent. The

)
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-value of the Normalized variable, z, corresponding to a probability of 0.64 is approxi-

mately 0.915. Calculating a correction factor for the FRF variance as before results in

an estimated correction of 1.55.

When the FRF variance correction factor was applied to the FRF estimates obtained

using burst random excitation, the percentage of FRF estimates within bounds increased

from 73 to 82 percent (with 84 percent predicted). This was not the case with the FRF

estimates obtained from continuous random excitation. On the average, the conlidence

bounds had to be increased to about plus/minus live standard deviations (a correction

of about 2.5) to obtain percentages in the vicinity of 84. The fact that the percentages

did not follow the prediction using the Normal distribution assumption is a strong indi-

cation that the data obtained with the continuous random excitation is non-Normal.

Whether this might be caused by leakage, the windowing procedure, or the nature of the

excitation is unclear. Further insight into potential problems in the data may be gained

by examinng some typical values.

There is a large resonance peak at 382.5 1-1z (spectral line 205). Using burst random

excitation the coherence was found to be 9},, = 0.95 , and the FRF estimates

|·1ä|, I*I:II, and l·i1|i ranged from 20,190 :0 21,320% (115.3 :0 121.7%),
with the estimated standard deviation of the three·channel FRF estimator being about

355 (2.03). For the continuous random case however, the coherence at the same spectral

line was 9},, = 0.02(!), with the FRF magnitude estimates being:

I‘1£II = 2,156E-fg-; (12.3—^{—F), |=19| = 101,900 (581.9), 0::0 |·1€1| = 40,730 (232.6).

The estimated standard deviation of Itltl I was 12,090 (69.0). The low coherence and

wide range of estimates is caused by severe ’leakage' in the FFT measurement. The eil

fect of this leakage on the distribution of spectral estimates is unknown, but it is cer-
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tainly possible that it causes the Normal assumption to be violated. While errors and

variations of this size were not the case at every spectral line, they are also not atypical

values.

Another difference between the burst and continuous random excitation data sets is the

use of the Hanning window in the continuous random excitation data acquisition.

Nuttall [34,35] discusses the effect of windowing on spectral estimates, including in-

creases in the variance of estirnates under certain conditions. It is unclear how these

changes in variance estirnates might be found or implemented in a given experimental

test. Even if a variance ’correction' factor could be determined for the cross spectral

magnitude real and imaginary part variance estirnates (Eqs. 2.29 and 2.31) it would be

difficult (because of nonlinear magnitude bias effects) to incorporate this correction in

the covariance term of Eq. 2.47. An accurate estimate of this term is needed for calcu-

lating the correlation coelficient of Eq. 2.48. Recall also that the calibration mass tests

were carried out using continuous random excitation with a Hanning window and no

corrections were needed. Also, the probabilities associated with different width confi-

dence bands tended to follow the expectations of a Normal distribution in that case.

The only clear difference between the calibration mass and flat plate tests was the lightly

damped na‘ure of the plate. It may be that severe leakage can degrade the numerical

integration variance estimates. Whatever other value is found in this experimental

work, it has certainly impressed upon this experimenter the value of burst random

excitation when measuring lightly damped structures!

R
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7.2.2 Flat·Plate Uncorrelated Content Estimates

Estimates of ’shaker noise' (Ö,,,,), 'force noise' (Ö,,„„), and 'response noise' (Ö,) were made

from data obtained with both burst and continuous random excitation. Before these

results are examined, a discussion of the dynamics of the measurement system (including

the plate, shaker, attachment hardware, and suspension) is in order. The plate and
”

shaker are suspended by long shock cords. The shaker is connected by a stinger to the

force gage. This combination constitutes a dynamic system whose behavior is different

from that of the plate alone. The system resonances will not generally occur at the same

frequencies as the plate resonances. Since the force applied to the plate and the plate

response are measured, a true representation of the plate FRF is still obtained. How-

ever, the combination-system dynamics do appear in the auto-spectra and

amplifier/shaker FRF,
l“(

f) .

In the calibration mass force auto spectrum (Ö„) previously shown in Fig. 44 we saw a

reasonably uniform input force level over the measurement frequency range. Yet in Fig.

49 we see that this is no longer the case The force auto-spectrum shows strong reso-

nance peaks and anti-resonance valleys. These are the result of interactions between the
‘

shaker and plate [36]. In addition to the force auto spectrum, Fig. 49 also shows the

estimate of G,,,,, with the structure FRF shown for comparison. Tomlinson [33] shows

that there is effectively a feedback loop from the stucture FRF to the shaker/amplifier
·

FRF, l'“(f). In a simplified two·degree-otlfreedom model of the measurement system

consisting of the shaker mass and structure modal mass Olsen [36] demonstrates that the

shape of the force auto spectrum shown in Fig. 49 may be expected when measuring a

lightly dampled structure. One notable result was showing that the 'valleys' in the force

auto spectrum coincide with structure resonances, and that the depth of these valleys

Chapter 7 — Results of Experimental Measurements l8l
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may be reduced by decreasing the shaker armature mass. The alignment of the FRF

peak and Ö„ valley is illustrated in Fig. 49 by a vertical line cursor just below 100 Hz.

Another effect of the shaker/structure interaction is to cause the response auto spectrum

to have peak values at frequencies other than those of the structure resonances.

Both the G,,,, estimates in Fig. 49 and the G„„„ estimates of Fig. 50 are about 50 dB below

the measured force auto spectrum Ö,,. This data set was obtained with burst random

excitation. This appears to be the limit of the ability of these estimators to discriminate

uncorrelated content in an auto spectrum. We may only infer that the shaker and force

uncorrelated content terms are too small to measure in this data set. Figures 51 and 52

show the same estimates on data obtained with continuous random excitation and a

1-lanning window. Nothing was changed between measurements except the excitation

and window, yet we now see large estimates of shaker and force noise at peaks and val-

leys of the force auto spectrum. Uncorrelated content in the sense of true electrical or

other 'noise’ should be independent of the excitation signal.

The value ofusing burst random excitation to reduce leakageand increase coherence at

resonance has been discussed. It is apparent that the uncorrelated content estimators

are unable to discrirninate between 'true noise’ and the degradation of signals caused by

leakage when continuous random excitation is used. We see that the uncorrelated con-

tent estimates are high in regions of the force auto spectrum where there are large difl

ferences in the measured values between adjacent spectral lines. These are prime areas

for the 'leakage' of energy from one spectral line to another. Another term for this error

is frequency resolution bias error. An interesting, though not conclusive, observation is

that the peaks of the shaker noise estimates tend to lie at the same frequencies where the
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force auto spectrum peaks, while the force noise estimate peaks are closer to the valleys

of the force auto spectrum.

The inability to distinguish between external noise and leakage is not a serious deliciency

in the estimators. Either noise or leakage will negatively affect a measurement and

should be eliminated or reduced. In addition, one would expect extemal noise to be

continuous over a range of frequencies or exhibit peaks at frequencies that are not re-

lated with system behavior. Both of these behaviors were seen in the response noise of

Fig. 46. If the uncorrelated content estimates peak at frequencies near resonances, then

either leakage or nonlinear behavior should be suspected.

Figures 53 and 54 show overlays of the output power spectrum

Ö„, the response noise Ö,,,, and the measured frequency response function, I·1€I I. Be·

cause the burst~random-measured FRF estirnates appear to be the most precise, an av-

erage of three of these is plotted in both ligures as the comparison FRF. We see the

response noise peaks coincide with resonance regions of the FRF, although the noise

estirnates are much lower with the burst random excitation. At some of the frequencies

of the continuous random data we see that Ö„„ is almost equal to Ö„, for example, at

about 425 Hz in Fig. 54. Because the uncorrelated content estirnates are related to FRF

behavior, we would suspect that they are primarily estimates ofnonlinearity or leakage,

rather than system ’noise'.

In the simulations it was found that response uncorrelated content estimates were viable

only to within one percent or so of the response auto spectrum (maximum signal-to-

noise estimation capability of about 20 dB). In these ligures we rarely see the response

noise estirnates fall further than 20 dB below the auto spectrum, conlirming that as a

practical limit of the response noise estimates.

l’
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A singularity is seen in data obtained with either method
of“

excitation, and occurs in

regions where the peaks of Ö„ and the FRF do not coincide, but are separated by one

or more spectral lines. At these regions we see very deep notches in Ö, that extend be-

low the scale of the graph. Clear examples of this can be seen in either figure at about

230 Hz, 380 Hz, and 475 Hz. Yet intuition of the behavior of physical systems would

argue that the more or less continuous estimates of Ö, on either side of these

singularities are more reasonable expectations for system behavior than sudden drops

at single spectral lines. Considering the apparent limit on the dynamic range of the es-

timator, these observations may possibly have no basis other than being some type of'

numerical singularity. From Eq. 2.21 we see that this estirnate is based on a ratio of_

coherences, all ofwhich are near unity at the singularity spectral lines. Even small errors

in the estimates of these coherences could have large effects on the final result (since,

at resonances, G„ is very large). Yet the appearance of this 'glitch’ was so consistent

that it was considered at least worthy of mention.
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Chapter 8 - The Three-Chamiel Estimator in

Multiple Input/Output Estimates

The multiple-input measurement model shown in Fig. 55 is an extension of the single

input three·channel model. While only a single output is shown in Fig. 55, this model _

is also valid for multiple-output measurements, where each output can be considered

separately.

The source signal from each independent signal generator is amplilied and applied to a

shaker to produce a force. The force applied to the structure at any input location is the

sum ofthe amplified and transduced source signal at that location, ’crosstalk' from other

applied forces, and an uncorrelated force resulting from nonlinearities in amplification

and signal-to~f'orce transduction. This uncorrelated force is the ’shaker noise’ discussed

earlier, while the ’crosstalk' between input locations is caused by the frequency-

dependent structural response.

This crosstalk may be seen by the following exercise. Consider a multiple shakers ex-

cited system driven by separate and uncorrelated random source signals. If the source

Chapter 8 · The Three·Channel Estimator in Multiple Input/Output Estimates l9l
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_ signal is removed from one shaker (shut down the shaker), a force will nevertheless be

measured at that shaker location. This force is directly correlated with the other input

forces. This measured force is the result ofacceleration at the measurement point caused

by structural response to the forces applied at other locations. The force gage measures

the inertia forces of the force transducer’s mass above the force gage, of the stinger mass,

and of the mass of the shaker armature. These inertia forces are correlated to the force

signals at *:.1e active shaker locations. These correlated force signals represent a 'true'

force input to the structure at the inactive shaker location.

· Compounding the crosstalk described above is the possibility of noise in the measure-

ment process which results in contaminated estimates of these forces. Possible noise in

the structure response measurement also results in a contaminated output measurement.

8.1 Development of the Multmle Input/Output Estimator

The multiple input-multiple output FRF notation that will be used here was proposed

by Cobb and Mitchell [18]. The general form of the notation is

a A
„Hu(f)

where a is the estimator type, n is the number of averages in the measurcmcnt, and

i andj are output / input locations, respectively. As an example, ,,5Il,,(f) is an =It1 type

estimate based on 150 averages of the response at location 3 caused by a force applied

at location 2.
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This derivation will begin by developing equations for the unbiased estimates of system

FRF’s in the presence of multiple inputs and a single output, Y. These equations will

then be expanded in matrix form for the multiple input/multiple output case.

There are q uncorrelated random signal generators which drive q amplifiers, q shakers,

and q force gages. Each input location has it's own frequency-dependent source-to·force

FRF, I“,(f), and 'shaker noise’ term, K,(f). The portion of the ’true' force applied to the

structure at location i, U',, that is directly related to the generated signal, S,(f) can be

represented as

U'i(f) = $i(f)1“(f) (8-1)

From the discussion on the measurement model, there is a component of force at lo-

cation i that is caused by input forces at all other locations,j. This ’crosstalk’ is modeled

by a frequency·dependent crosstalk term, a„(f) This represents the force at location i

caused by theforce at locationj . including the ’shaker noise’ term, the total ’true' force

acting on the structure at location i is given by

1
1/l(f) = U'l(f) + Kl(f) + 2¤„(f)U';(f)

jd (8.2)

.i+F

lf a„ is defmed as unity crosstalk gain, Eq. 8.2 becomes

1
U = K + U'r(f) r(f) gagßf) )(f) (8.3)

“u(f)
= 1-0
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The measurement of the true force, U,(f), is contaminated by transduction noise,

M(f)

«1G(f) = U1(f) + M1(f) (8-4)

Considering the presence ofnoise in the output signal, N(f), the measured output signal

becomes

4 4
Y(f) = ZH,-1(f) Z¢=1;(f)U';(f) + K;(f) + N(f) (8-5)

1-1 1-1

The one-sided cross spectral density function between a given input force X,(f) and the

response Y(f), 6,,,, is given by

Gyx,(f) = 7EUQ (f)Y(f)] (8-6)T—> oo

where EI: :I indicates the expectation of the argument and T is the length of the

measured time record. The one-sided cross spectral density function between source k

and the output Y is given by

G„,,(f) = —;E[$1i(f)Y(f)] (8-7)
_ T-·> oo

_
The expectation of the product of S,j(f) and Y(f) is given by

4 4
E[$ii(f) Y(f)] = ZHy1(f){Z¤;;(f)E[$1„(f)UQ(f)] + E[$k(f)K;(f)]}

(8 8)l=l jnl '

+ E[$Ä(f)N(f)] : ¤u(f) = 1-0

I
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Because the source generator is uncorrelated with the shaker noise and output noise, the

terms containing I§(f) and N(f) are zero. Applying the limit and scaling factor of

Eq. 8.7 leads to

4 4
(89)

1-1 }=1

Similarly, the expectation of the product of S;(f) and X](f) is

4
ElÄ$1.(f)X1(f)] = Z¤()(f)E[$1.(f)U')(f)] + ElÄ$1„(f)K,(f)]/"‘ _ (8.10)

+ EESk(f)M1(f)];
au(f) = l.0

For compactness the frequency function arguments in all frequency·domain terms are

dropped. As before, the uncorrelated content terms become zero in the expectation

operation. Applying the limit and scaling factor of Eq. 8.7 to Eq. 8.10 yields

, ' q

(8.11)
/-1

But 6,.),* = 0.0 whenjqék, so

6,,,* = a„,G„.^_,k; akk = 1.0 (8.12)

Equations 8.9 and 8.11 are now applied to a two input-single output system. Expanding

Eq. 8.9 for source 1
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The cross spectral density 6,,.2,2 is zero because U', is the uncrosstalked part of the input

at point two. Therefore,

Gm = HylGWlSl + Hy2“21G¤·,:, (8-14)

Following a similar development using Eq. 8.9 and source 2 yields

6,,2 = H,,6„»2,2 + H,,a,,6„·2,2 (8.15)

Assembling Eqs. 8.14 and 8.15 in a matrix formulation yields

GH s “12G¤·,1·[6 6 ]=[H H] " ' 8.16am ye yl

y2SubstitutingEqs. 8.12 in Eq. 8.16 yields

G 6
[GY-S'} GN';] = [Hy]W1

W2

This matrix equation can be used to fmd the frequency response functions between the

two inputs, X} and L, and any output location Y. Inverting theicross spectral matrix 111

Eq. 8.17 and subscripting both the H and Y terms to rellect multiple output locations

yields

[
6..,., — 6,.,.,

_
Gxzs Gx1~"1[H H ]=II6 6 ]-W-———-— 8.18yixl YW: ylsl YF2 (Gxlsl Gx?] _ GX':} Gxzsl)

( )

Once the matrix is inverted the FRFs may be found by matrix multiplication.
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Equation 8.17 may be expanded to any general multiple degree-oflfreedom system with

q input Forces and p output measurement locations. The only requirement is that there

be q uncorrelated source signals driving the q shakers. For a 2 input (q = 2), 3 output

(p = 3) system:

e
GYN'1 GYM: H11 H12

I

GW': Gxlsl
6,,},, GN, = H2, H22 (8.19)

GW1 GW:
Gygs, Gy;:2 H31 H32

Using an abbreviated representation of these matrices:

where any element of the H„ matrix, H,,,,, represents the response, K, caused by a Force,

X}. The G„ matrix has dimensions oF (qxq), while the G), and H„ matrices have dimen-

sions oF (pxq). The estimate oF Eq. 8.20 For a Fmite measurement oF n sample records is

given by
A

r;f1,,,1 = rä,,1rö„1·* (6.21;

where the notation used For the FRF estimator is that proposed by Cobb and Mitchell

[18].

Now a generalization can be made about the required number ofmeasurement channels

and the required number oF cross spectral densities. Consider a system with

q inputs and p outputs. 2q input signals (S, and AQ) and p output signals (1/}) must be

[ measured. This means that (2p + q) processing channels are needed. To Form the G„

matrix q' cross spectral density terms must be computed. An additional pxq cross
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spectral density terms are needed for the G„ matrix. Thus, the total number of cross

spectral densities required for q inputs and p outputs is

Number of cross spectral density terms = (qxq) + (pxq) = q(q + p) (8.22)

8.2 Other Multiple Input FRF Estimators

The most commonly used multiple input H(f) estimation method is based on the ll;]

estimator. In terms of the notation used in Eq. 8.21:

[;1¢1,,„1 = [ä,„1[ö,_,3·* (8.2;)

Because [Ö.,] will always be a square matrix, the matrix inversion will always be pos~

sible so long as the matrix is not singular. A singular matrix would occur if 2 or more

input forces were 100 percent correlated.

By analogy with the =Ü and ‘II estimators, a multiple input estimator based on 'Ü can

be developed as

Utz 1=tä 1tö‘1·‘—tö Jttö'1'J·‘ (awrx rr xy ‘ yy rx ·

where the * indicates that each element in the matrix is replaced by its complex conju-

gate. A limitation of this method is that the [Ö„] matrix is not square unless the

number of input force and response locations are equal. This is a severe limitation.
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8.3 Multiple Input - Multiple Output Measurement

Simulations

A multiple input - multiple output computer simulation program was written, similar to

the single input-output simulation program discussed earlier. A random number gener-

ator was used to generate the simulated source and uncorrelated content signals. Except

that known values of system FRFs, shaker/amplifier gains, and crosstalk factors were

substituted for their real-life counterparts, the simulated measurements were carried out

using procedures identical to actual measurements. The simultation results shown here

used a discrete three-mass model with three input force locations and three responses.

This resulted in a square G„ matrix which allowed comparison of the multiple input *1jI

estimator.

In Fig. 56 we find that the results for the multiple input-multiple output estirnators are

analogous to the results from their single degree-of-freedom counterparts. With ’cross-

talk' and large amounts of uncorrelated content present,
‘Ü

was biased low, 'III was bi-

ased high, and tf} was unbiased. No experimental verilications have been carried out

at this time.

i
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Chapter 9 - Conclusions and Recommendations

9.1 Conclusions

Simulations and experimental results have shown the three-channel estirnator performs

well in obtaining unbiased FRF estimates, even in the presence of noise. Because it

appears that leakage appears as uncorrelated content in the estimates, there is reason to

believe that this estimator may also be unbiased in the presence of leakage. However,

this claim cannot be made with certainty without further work. Advancements made in

this work include: ‘

l. Development of basic statistical estimates for the three-channel estimator in terms

ofboth measured quantities and measurement system parameters. ·

2. Identification and characterization of the complex random variable magnitude bias

error and its effect on statistical estimates.

3. A method for accurately estimating the variability of an FRF estimate obtained with

the three-channel estimator. It is anticipated that this information will be ofvalue in the

estimation of system parameters from ’curve fits' of measured data. It will allow
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weighting factors be applied to different estimates in the litting process, depending on

the relative variability.

4. The conlidence bands allow the user to make a preliminary test to determine variance

estimates. From these results an acceptable conlidence band width can be decided on

and the amount of averaging required to achieve that result estimated.

5. Development ofuncorrelated content estimates using the three-channel measurement

system. This finally allows quantitative estimates which could only be guessed at for-

merly. These estimators allow detection of leakage, nonlinear behavior, or extraneous
U

noise, and provide information about the sources of these signal degraders.

6. The uncorrelated content estimators can be used as automatic detectors of system

errors. They will also provide a tool for evaluating the merits of the various excitation

methods.

7. Extension of the three-channel FRF measurement method to multiple-

input/multiple-output estimates. The multiple-input version of the three-channel esti-

mator has been shown in simulations to be unbiased in the presence of noise. It has

promise for improving multiple/input FRF estimates and is useful for detecting such

conditions as malfunctioning shakers or ampliliers.

9.2 Recommendations

While the variance estimator was found to give uniform estimates ofvariance, these were

often low. A ’sellZcorrecting’ algorithm could be built in that would allow adjustments

to be made. Its operation would be similar to the tests performed in Section 7.2.1. A

possible implementation would be as follows: the experimenter makes two contiguous
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FRF measurements. The variance is calculated for one set of data and the second FRF

is plotted over the resulting 26 confidence bounds. We saw in Section 7.2.1.1 that on

the average 84 percent of the second FRF estimates should fall within these bounds. If

the percentage was significantly different, an estimated correction could be calculated, _

and the test entire test repeated.

This test procedure would also aHow verification ofuniformity ofvariance estimates (i.e.,

that the probability oferror predicted by the confidence bounds is the same at all regions

of an FRF). This verification would be similar to the one done in Fig. 48. When plot-

ting the confidence bounds and FRF from a contiguous measurement those spectral

lines where the FRF estimates did not fall within the bounds could be flagged in some

marmer (as was done with the 'tic marks’ in Fig. 48). Noting how uniformly these flags

were distributed over the FRF would give an indication of areas were the variance was

being over or under estimated. These two 'on site' tests would allow the experimenter

to verify how well the variance estimates were working in his particular test situation,

and eliminate the need to accept the resultsblindly.The

variance estimates appeared to be very low in the case of a lightly damped structure

excited by continuous random input and using a Hanning window. From the work of

Nuttall [34,35] the variance estimates could possibly be reformulated to account for the

Hanning window effects. Initial investigations indicate that this would not be an ’add

on' type correction, but would require new derivations (especially the covariance of

G}, and G,,, magnitudes).

The uncorrelated content estimators can be used to check system performance. Regu-

larly checking these estimates would allow detection of leakage, poor connections

(shaker, force gage, accelerometer), improper ’stinger' design, and other sources of un-
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correlated content in the measurement system Verification
of“

the suitability of' various

excitation signals and windows could be made for the particular system under test.

The potential for the multiple input·multiple output =Ü estimator is high. It is capable

of obtaining unbiased estimates in the presence of uncorrelated content. It can be used

to detect such problems as inoperative shakers which can occur in multiple input tests.

The ’crosstalk' between input locations can be quantified, which would be
of’

use in op-

timizing input signal levels and force application locations.
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Appendix

Cross Spectrum Magnitude Covariance Derivation

The covariznce of the cross spectrum magnitudes used in the three·channel FRF esti-

mation method is needed for the correlation coefficient used in the numerical integration.

This derivation begins with Eq. 2.42 which is rewritten here as Eq. A.l

C0v( I Ö}! I Y I Ö3 I ) g
+ +|G„I I G,„I (.4.1)

C„Q„E[^C}„^Q„] + Q,·.-C„E[AQ,„^€„]]

The four expectation terms must be evaluated. We begin by simplifying the first expec-

tation term in Eq. A.l
~

E[(^C„)(^€¤)] = E[(E”„ — C„)(€°„ — C„)]

= E[
€’„Ö„]

— E[ä,,c,„] — E[C„E‘„] + C„C„ (A.2)

= E[ö,,ö„] - c,,c„

2
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Similarly, the other three expectation terms may be reduced to

= Etéylöxll

_

Q}'.\'Q.X.\'

CYSQLT

Etéylöxl']

_

QYICLY

Evaluation of each of the four expectations in Eqs. A.2 and A.3 follows a very similar

development, so only the expectation E[Öy,Ö„] will be carried out in detail. Ö„ is given

by Eq. 2.26. From Eqs. 2.3 and 2.9 we Fmd

Ey, = %|j(s§ + S?)Re[l"H] + sR(1<RHR — K,H, + NR) + (A 4)
S,(KRH, + K,HR + N,)]

Multiplying these terms and taking the expectation

~ ~ 4 (S; + s„s?><K„H„ — K1H1 + ~„>r„ +
(SRS, + S})(KRH, + K,HR + N,)I‘R + (SR + SRS})(KR + MR)Re[l“H ] +
S§(KR + MR)(KRHR — K,H, + NR) + SRS,(KR + MR)(KRH, + KIHR + N,) +

(A5)

(SRS, + S?)(K, + M,)Re[1“H] + SRS,(K, + MI)(KRHR — K,H, + NR) +
S:(K, + M,)(KRH, + K,HR + N,)]

Expanding and collecting terms
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~ ~ 4
'

[SÄKRHR - s§1<,H, + SÄNR + SRKRS?HR — s„1<,siH, + SRNRSi +
s§s,1<„H, + s§s,1<,H„ + SÄSINI + si1<„H, +s§1<,H„ + siN,]r„ +
[s,i1<„ +s§M„s§1<;H,,

- s§1<„1<,H, + S§KRNR + SÄKRMRHR — s§M„1<,H, (A-6)
S§MRN„ + S„S,K§H, + SRS,KRK,HR + SRS,KRN, + SRS,MRK„H, +
SRS,MRK,HR + SRS,M„N, + S,,S,K,K„HR — SRS,K}H, + S„$,K,N„ +
[S§S,K, + s§s,M, + S}K, + S}M,]Re[1‘H ] +

+ s}1<,N, + s}M,1<„H, + siM,1<,H„ + S?M,lV,]

Equations 2.4 — 2.6 may be used to reduce the great majority of the above terms to zero

in the expectation operation. The remaining terms are then

zsäsi + s;‘)1ze[rH]1“„ + SÄKÄHR + s}1<}H,,3 (4.7)

These expectations may be found by using Eqs. 2.4 - 2.7 and remembering that

F and H are system constants which may be factored out of the expectation operation.

The result is ·

E[ö,,ö,„] = 2G;Re[l“H 11*,, + %6,,6„,H„ (4.8)

For convenience, parts of Eq. 2.13 are repeated here in a rearranged form

cx: (A3)
G„Re[l"H ] = E[C),,] = C),

When these substitutions are made in Eq. A.8 the result is
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Inserting Eq. A.l0 in Eq. A.2 yields

E[(AC,.-)(AC„)] = C}.-C„ + %G„G1.1.H11 (A- 1 1)

The expectations of the other three terms in Eq A.3 can be found in a similar manner:

E[(AC„)(AQ„)] = C„Q„ — %GssGkkHI

1 1 E[(AQ„)(AQ„)] = Q„Q„ + %°G:sGkkHR (A- 12)
1E[(AQ,.-)(A€„)] = Q,.-C„ + 3”Gs:GkkHI

where the one minus sign in Eq. A.12 is not a mistake. Inserting Eqs. A.ll and A.12 in

Eq. A.l

C0I’(I äysI v I öx: g CysCx.rI:Cy.rCx.r 'I' %'G::GkkHR] 'I'
y! XS

I c I 6 6 H (A-13)Q„Q„[Q„Q„ + ?GssGkkHR] + €„Q„-II „Q„ —g 1.- kk 1] +

QysC.X$'[Qy.1'CL? I]J

Expanding and collecting terms

C0v(I äy:I • I °I' (Qy:Qxr)2 'I' (Cy.rQJ¤·)2 + (Qy:Cx:)2

Y' ‘-*’
(A.14)

%G::G1¢k[HR(Cy:C¤ + Q„Q„) + H1(Q„C„ — C„Q„)]]

The first four terms of Eq. A.14 may be rewritten in factored form from which We fmd
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<c3,+Q3,><<ri,+ Qi.>= 16,,1* 1G„1“ 1,4.161

Wc also rcwritc Eq. 2.51 as

=

Gy!

=

Cyt
_j

Qyt

(C)!
—j

C2 + Q2 (/4-16)
XI XI 4

_ (cyxcxs + Qy.\'Q.XS)
—.j

(QysCx:

_

C)'.1'QX.l')

1 6,,1*

Substituting Eqs. A.l5 and A.l6 in Eq. A.14 wc arrivc at

C--115 ,1. 16...116,.1*’16 1 16 1
’ 2

YS L7

I |{|IgG G + ——”
" 16,,1

which is Eq. 2.46.
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